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DiBona, Dogoli ~pend limit on campaign
They attribute win partly to materials
~

by J.C. Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A mixture of aggressive
campaigning, student support
and a flood of campaign
• materials helped Jason DiBona
andMark Dogoli win the student
body presidential race.
"We set an example for a
campaign as far as material and
marketingthat other candidates
are going to have to live up to,'~
• DiBona said.
DiBona and Dogoli captured
76 percent of the votes cast to
win the election Feb. 20.
They spent $955. 71 on
materials during their
campaign, less than $3 shy of
• the spending limit. The second
place team ofDavidAbrami and
Matt Weiler spent $303.48,
while write-in candidates David
Mann and Mykael Main used
$154.50.
Electicm statutes set an
' expenditure limit for each ticket
equal to 4.5 cents per student
enrolled at UCF at the beginning
• of the spring semester.
DiBona/Dogoli's expenses

includedabout$286.05for34 Tshirts, about $221.54 for yard
signs and. $160 for 2,400
campaign brochures.
"I invaded the private visual
space of every student on
campus," DiBona said. "I think
that's how we won."
Mann said he actually spent
$30 during his campaign
because he used materials he
already had. He had to include
an estimate oftheir worth in his
campaign expenditures.
''The only real expenses were
paint and photo copies," he said.
DiBona said he was
concerned about voter turnout
and wanted to create an "upward
trend toward awareness" on
campus.
"My idea of Winning was not
beating my opponents by votes,
it was getting the highest voter
turnout," he said.
In addition to signs, stickers,
buttons and brochures, DiBona
and Dogoli had dozens of
.student~ campaigning and
soliciting votes near the polling
places during the election.
''This was a group effort,"

DiBona said. "I had a lot of
support
from
various
organizations."
An example of the
effectiveness of campaigning in
front of polling places is
demonstrated by the votes
Abrami received at the Daytona
Campus.
"For the first hour or so they
were voting, I was the only
person there," Abrami said. "I
think that's why I did so well
there."
Abrami and Weiler received
37 percent of the votes at
Daytona~ compared with 8
percent at both the South
see ELECTION page 3

Gary Marlar hands out campaign information to a student during the
SG presidential election. Marlar was campaigning for Di Bona.

Audit shows Student·Center
did·not follow rules for travel

•

• Documenting revenues.
• Issuing departmental receipts.
•Logging checks and conipletingshift
A UCF audit of Student Center bank reconciliations in game room sales.
accounts revealed failures to comply with
Because the 0-team magazine
regulations for travel and purchasing appears to be an official university
and weaknesses in accounting for publication, the report said, the
Orientation Team magazine revenues. magazine's advertising revenue should
The audit, which was conducted for be deposited with the university.
the 1989-90 fiscal year and dated Dec.
The report also said the magazine
26, found that the center did not provide revenue account was-used for loans to
timely reconciliations for trips or studentsandstaffandcashwithdrawals.
appropriate documentation ofphone calls
"Such loans and withdrawals are not
and meal allowances for trips.
appropriate, even if the activity [0-team
The report also said the center should magazine] is considered a student club,"
clearly separate university and private the report said.
funding for retreats, ensure that goods
The report said if the magazine is not
and services are approved within five an official UCF publication, it should
days, prepare and approve food service clearly indicate that.
,
requisitions in advance and audit the
The report also said a separate club
center's leave report.
for magazine and fund-raising activities
According to the report, during the
course of the audit, the center improved:
see AUDIT page 3

by Tom Kopacz

ASSISTANT.NEWS EDITOR

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

TOYS AREN'T JUST FOR KIDS
Dr. Edward Parkinson and James Beck, engineering faculty, try to get out of jail by
building cars and planes out of toy blocks during Engineering Week.

".

SG funds Chinese hOliday, says no more big bucks
by Tom Kopacz
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The student senate, showing signs of fiscal
conservatism after two months of large expenditures,
agreed to spend $590for a dance party and Chinese lion
dance.
The new attitude, brought on by a near-empty
senate checkbook, also caused cuts in a bill buying
banners for the Wellness Expo.
That same budget crunch caused the most debate at
a meeting this year.
The senate became wary of large allocations after
Sen. Monica Vondruska said the $5,272 in the Working

Fund is all they have for the rest of the semester.
Vondruska, in her second term, is chair of the
Organizations, Appropriations and Finance Committee.
She said the committee has taken a conservative fiscal
stance because of the money crunch.
Recently, the senate has passed several bills giving
large amounts of money to student organizations for
projects. Vondruska said that is not consistent with
past history.
"It was very rare that [the previous senate] passed
something for a thousand dollars," she said.
The senate passed the bill (23-25) funding the dance
party, 24-12, after several attempts to cut the allocation
failed.

That bill allocates $590 to the International Student
Association, the Hispanic-American Student
Association, the Caribbean Club, the African American
Student Union and the Chinese American Student
Association for a carnival dance party and Chinese lion
dance Friday.
The lion dance will celebrate Chinese New Year.
Several senators said though they liked the bill, they
could not see paying that much money.
''I would love to see this pass, but we really cannot afford
it," Vondruska said.
''I think the bill's in the right place, but I trunk it's too
see SENATE page 4
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Mock jury sciys funding candidates affects voting
Prosecufur Whitney North Seymour
Jr.
asserted PACs and corporations
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
finance candidates as part ofa conspiracy
A majority vote of student jurors to persuade them to vote on issues that
Thursday and Friday found special are favorable to them.
interests guilty ·of illegally using their
The current system allows for the
monies to influence government. ·
PACs and corporations With the most
They made their decision at·a public money to have the most influence on
issues forum on the campaign finance Congress, he said.
system at UCF.
''This is a conspiracy," he said.
The forum consisted-0f a mock trial of
Bauer, who defended the system,
special interests and a mock legislative called Lynn to help him assert his point
session in which the current system was that giving money to campaigns,
criticized and ideas for a new one were whether individually or in the form of
proposed.
PACs, is a legitimate form of free
, Many esteemed politicians, speech.
lawyers and authors took p~ut in
''The point I want to make ... is that
the forum, including Eugene stopping people from talking is a pretty
McCarthy, former presidential grave thing," he. argue~.
candidate and former senator; and
The jury deliberated in front of the
Barry . Lynn, lawyer for the audience Friday morning and the
American Civil Liberties Union ..
majority found the special interests
The trial mainly focused on political guilty of using money to wrongfully
action committees (PACs), powerful persuade candidates to vote certain
·
groups that.finance political campaigns. ways.
Robert Bauer, who defended the
Afterward, a mock legislative session
special interests, said contributingmoney was held, consisting of moderator Paul
is a form of free speech.
H.e rrnson, Commissioner Joan D.
by Sandra Pedicini

•

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Prosecution attorney Whitney Nbrth Seymour Jr contests the questions defense
attorney Robert Bauer asks witness Larry Makinson at the mock trial.

Aikens, Rep. Jim. Bacchus, Rep. Bill
McCollum, McCarthy and Karl
Sandstrom.
Money's influence on voting and PACs'

and corporations' overwheJmingfunding
of incumbents were among concerns
raised about the campaign finance
·
system.

'ELECTION

votes for him," Laing said.
Mann agreed with Laing, saying that
being a write-in candidate wQrked
against him.
He added that DiBona's strong support
·from students and organizations helped
lead t.o his victary.
"More than the amount ofmoney, that's
what worked best for him," Mann said.
Mann said the outcome of the election
did not surprise him. HesaidDiBona/Dogoli
did a great job running their campaign.
'They proved they wanted the job," he
said.
.
Russ Lloyd and Jose Cintron, dropped
out of the race before the election. Cintron
said / he did not get a letter from the
Registrar's office tothe election commission
on time.

FROM PAGE 1

Orlando and Brevard campuses.
'Tve got t.o give him [DiBona] credit,"
Abrami said. 'The man had a great political
machine."
DiBonaalso said he believes the two new .
polling places on the main campus- next
to_the Education Building and in front of
CEBAil-helped the election process. Jim
Song, election commissioner, agreed.
'The two extra polling areas did show
benefits of convenience to the students,"
Song said. 'That's what we're here for."
Studentbody PresidentJeflLaingsaidhe
thought the election could have been closer.
'1f David Mann had been on the ballot,
you probably would have seen a lot more

AUDIT
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

• IN THE AIR
Lance Douglas, a 21-year-old film major, and Adam Trummel, a 20-year-old theater
major, juggle outside the Education Building. They want to start a juggling club.

FROM PAGE 1

is allowable, but such a Glub must be clearly
separate from the university, and the chili's
members must approve expenditures.
In an appendix to the report, Student

Center Director Jimmie Ferrell said the
center will treat the magazine as a function
of a new student club, the 0-Club.
Ferrell's response also said all
administrative recommendations had been
followed.
RepresentativesofthecenterandO-team
could not be reached for comment.
'

News clips ~fi£]!Hffi%TuTP'•ar~ifil¥&~'£Th1x~:n:m1r.EwmwNnWE!ffilli!MWf@tlE@i@@i!Jf!@Mnlfa1mHN(f$(1lf.@i\Wr4%11mmwI@w1z!ffi1
Student Organization Lounge.
The pu~ose of the celebra- and a wine and cheese recep- March 10.
Also featured are a WDIZ ·
•
Study
session
from
7-9
tion
is to illustrate how Latin .tion. For details and reservaiJI
p.m. Wednesday in the UCF American . and Caribbean tions, call Gail Lippincott at concert March 2, a 102 JAMZ
concert March 3, Warren Bills
Library.
. . countries celebrate carnival in 679-8457.
• ''Wrap-up Thursday: Chat order to expand our cultural '
Orchestra March 5 and an XL
106. 7 concert March 9.
with President Altman" at 4 horizons.
• CAMPUS FEST
_p.m. in the SOL.
Everyone is invited to attend
Burger King Unlimited
Campus Fest, a national
• Black Heritage Gala Ball at 8 p.m. Friday in the Student on-campus event featuring-- Ride Days are Feb. 28 and
at 9 p.m. Saturday at the Roll- _ Center Auditorium.
product $ampling, games, free March 10. The days feature
ins College Mills Center.
gifts, special offers and dem- unlimited riding for $10 with
onstrations, will return to a coupon from Burger King
Crowniµg, of the King and • TECHNICAL WRITING
UCF and the Orlando UCF Feb. 27 and 28. The two- and gate admission..
'
• ISLAMIC WAR.'VIEW t • • ·.Queen: Tlu:H!ost is $6 per perThe Moslem Student Asso- son or $10 per couple (in ad- Chapter of ,the Society for day expo is sponsored by the
Family Day is March 10.
·
Technical Communication UCF Bookstore and will be on
Gates open at 3 p.m. weekciation will sponsor a panel vance).
discussion titled 'The GulfWar · For information about any feature their Seventh Annual .the Green outside the book- days except Mondays. They
·open at 10 a.m. Mondays and
from the Islamic Perspective" of the above events, call the Florida Technical Writing store.
Office of Minority Student Ser- Conference from 8 a.m. to 4
.Among a list of participants Saturdays and at noon Sun1t • at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Room 211
vices at ext. 2716.
p.m. Friday at the Orlando are Kool-Aid, which will pro- days. Admission is $4; chilof the Student Center.
Expo Center.
vide free samples; Lubriderm, dren 10 and under are free.
For more information, call
The theme is "Professional which also will give out sam- Seniors 62 and over pay $2
.. Abdul-Rizak at 381-5726 or · • CHE,.,ISTRY SEMINAR
Dr. Winston Chen, photo- Development." Major topics to ples and hold drawings for March 4 and Military CourteNawar at 381-0843.
physics group leader at Oak be discussed include the chal- free gifts; and Neet, which will sy Day features $2 ad~ission
Ridge National Laboratory, will lenges and . problems of col- sponsor a volleyball game. .
with current military identifi• POETRY READING
-Orion Pictures will preview cation March 9.
Poets Bruce Aufhammer and speak on "Multiphoton Pro- laborative writing in industry
For more information, call ·
Dr. Stephen Caldwell Wright cesses in Analytical Chemis- and education, and refining several of its movies.
295-FAIR.
will read from their original _try ." He will speak at 4 p.m. editing techniques.
The keynote .speakers are • FAIR SCHEDULE
• works at noon Wednesday. Wednesday in Room 126 of
CEBAII.
Dr.
JoAnn Hackos, president
The 79th Central Florida • BROWN BAG. LECTURE
They will read in the Board of
of Comtech Services in Colo- Fair opens its gates Feb. 28
CAB is sponsoring a ·Brov ,
Regents Room on the third floor
rado; and Dr. Mary Lay, chair through March 1 O.'
Bag Lecture. Dr. Michael B l~.i
of the Administration Building. • HISPANIC DANCE
The Hispanic American of the Department of TechniAll are.welcome.
""
The fair features the fol- vice president for rese.arch, ' 1 !
Student Association, the Inter- cal
Communications . at lowing entertainment: Atlan- speak from 12:05 until 12 ! i
national Student Association Clarkson University (New ta Rhythm· Section, Feb. 28; p.m. Thursday in the Pr
. • HERITAGE EVENTS
Exile, March 1 ; Char lie dent's Dining Room. He' , ,
The following events are part and the Caribbean Club York).
present the live band ALIZE
The cost of attending the Daniels Band, March 6; discuss sponsored researcJ 1
of Black Heritage Month:
• Professions of Today and and disc jockey Eddie Vazquez all-day conference is $90. That America, March 7; Gary campus.
1.,
Bring your lunch or < I~~
Tomorrow Workshop at 11 a.m. in a unique Carnival Celebra- price includes a continental Puckett and The Union Gap,
breakfast, lunch, workshops March 8; and Ronnie Milsap, ·early and purchase it ther I ,
" . Tuesday and Wednesday in the tion.
•TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE
Campus Activities Board
will present comedian Bertice
Berry at 9 p.m. Tuesday in the
Wild Pizza as part of its Tuesday Night Live series.
Berry, who has a doctorate
· in sociology, incorporates into
· her routine such topics as racism and stereotyping..

I
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.UCF adopts student, national guard unit in Saudi
Official: It gives you someone to care about
by Mary Watkins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Student Affairs office
decided to adopt a student
serviceman through the Veteran
Stndent Association.
VSAPresidentKeithHamilton
said he hopes more departments
will participate to support more
than 50 UCF students who are
fightingin OperationDesertStorm.
Stndent Affillrs staff members
have sent letters, flashlights,
cookies, issues of The Central
Florida Future and more to a UCF
student stationed at the Dhahran
Air Base in Saudi Arabia.

·

Cocoa picks unit with students, faculty

'Wearehavingfun wifuit," said
Veronica Livesay, ·executive
assistant to the vice president of
Student Affairs. "It gives you
someone to care about. It makes it
[war] more real."
Undergraduate admission's
decided to follow suit. Office clerk
PaulaHigginbothamorganizedthe

A box is located outside the
student lounge at the Cocoa
campus, and Thime asked that
people donate items to be sent
to the adopted unit.
The soldiers have asked for:
sunscreen, lip balm, toilet
paper, wiffie balls ahd Tabasco
sauce. Non-perishable foods
also are accepted.
· Thime said she has received
requests for ~old medicine. "It's
cold there and many of them
have terrible colds," she said.
However, she was not sure
if cold medicine could be sent
to the soldiers because some
contain alcohol.

by Kelly Haskins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

eventShesaidshe~ntlyreceived ·
a UCF student name from the ·
Stndent Veterans Association and
plans to send letters and goodies to
him.
soldiers up to date with academic
Hamilton said he Wishes each matters.
department wouJ.d adopt a stndent
'They all will be coming back
service person from each here. Well, we hope they all will,"
department so they can keep Hamilton said

SENATE

·

FROM PAGE 1

costly," Sen. Ted Knight sfild
Knight said the bill would take
12 percent of the current working
fund balance.
President Pro Tern David Carls
criticized a line item in the bill
spending $50 for decorations. ·
'That kind of thing should be
donated," he said.
I..anguageinthebillsaysaspecial
effort should be made to re-use
decorations.
Joanna McCully, International
Stndent SerVices coordinator, said
the only decorations the ISA has
· are left ·over from Hispanic.Anlerican Awareness Week.
She also said because of several
parties and other events, ISA has
no more money.
Sen. Robert Park said because

UCF's Brevard campus has
adopted a local national guard
unit stationed in Saudi Arabia.
Karen Thime, interim
coordinator ofStudentAffairs,
thought of the idea. Colleagues
and students chose Cocoa's
705th M.P.·Company. Some of
its soldiers are UCF students
and family of students.
The unit leftJan. lOfor the
Persian Gulf.
· AccordingtoThime, the unit
is currently-in charge of Iraqi
prisoners of war.
several different ethnic groups are
involved, the senate should fund
fuepartydespitethebudgetcrunch.
Sen. Emily Rado called the
statement 'We can't afford it'' an.
opinion 'Wehavemoney,"shesaid.
'We can afford it, and that's.my
opinion.
"What is this bjg debate over a
minority thing?'' she asked
Sen. Victoria Del Castillo said
the bill promotes ethnic diversity,
which UCF President Steven
Altman has made a high priority.
Sen. Laurie Gogatz said the five
groups putting on fue party should
be able to put more money into it.
According to the bill, the
international association is
providing $50 and the Hispanic
associationisproviding$200worth
offood and beverages.
In oilier business, the senate
passed 31-3 a bill (23-24) spending
$132 for a 5-foot-by-5-foot canvas

banner for the-annual Wellness
Expo.
The billoriginallyallocated$3.52
fortwo banners. The second would
have been 4 feet by 10 feet and
would have cost $220.
The 4-by-10 banner originally
wouldhavepromotedthe Wellness
Expo. The smaller banner would
havepromotedai1AIDSawareness
program.
The senate also passed a bill
(23-23) allocating $250 to the
Sociology Club for prizes and a
sound system for a field day at
the Edgewood Children'sRanch,
a 'home for dysfunctional
children.
Ifall three bills are signed by
student body President Jeff
Laing and Vice President for
StudentAffairsLeeTubbs, there
will be $4,300 left in the Senate
Working Fund.
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NO HANDS
Cindy Bilyeu, Lynann Patrick and Michelle Cox practice for a
performance at a UCF basketball game.
·
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OK, WHO'S THE COMEDIAN?
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The first ten contestants to perform get a
free US College·comedy'f.Shirt.
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~ Even if you're not performing, come by just for laughs!
· SIGN UP NOW AT THE STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESK BEFORE MARCH IST
COMPETITION WILL BE HELD MARCH 5TH IN THE WILD PIZZA AT 9pm
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---Varsity Club, Drama Club,
Dean's List, Student Council,
Rapist

•
Tuesday. February 26 .
Movie:
"The Accused" with Jodi Foster
Location:
Wild Pzza
Time:
6:00 p.m.
Group discussion and Candlelight vigil 'Take Back the night"
after movie.
Wednesdav. February 27
Activities on the Green, 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

11

•
•

One out of 15 male college students reports committing rape or
attempting it. Most of the time, the victim is another student. And
the rapist someone you would least suspect.
· A number of booths will be set up· and informational material

will be available focusing on this issue.
The fact is, whenever a man forces a woman to have sex, it is rape.
No matter who he is, it is a criminal offense. And it should be
reported. Because a collection of varsity letters or club offices
won't hold off a jail sentence.
After all, rape isn't a privilege. It's a felo1_1y. Even for the biggest
man on campus.

Presentation:
Loaction:
Time:
Speaker:

"Choice Not Chance"
Student Organizational lounge (SOL)
7:30 p.m.
·
Sgt. Sandra McClenden, UCF Police Dept. ,

Thursday. February 28
. Presentation: "Choice Not Chance"
Loaction:
Commons
Time:
7:30 p. m.
Speaker:
Sgt. Sandra McClenden, UCF Police Dept.

·A gainst her will is against the law.
©1990 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital.

For details contact Maureen Schaefer or Jennifer Miller,
Ext. 3-2701or3-5541.
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Draft dodgers cannot flee to
Canada; students not exempt
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•
•
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As the war in the Persian
Gu1f continues, still no one in
Washington, D.C., is willing to
do much more than guess if
Congress will reinstate the
military draft.
The only certain thing is that
young American men who don't
want to fight will have few
sanctuaries to tum to.
Most of the escape routes
have, in effect, been closed.
Conrad Joyner, a political
science professor . at the
University of Arizona, said he
sees huge problems for people
trying to escape the draft.
Canada, where many U.S.
draft dodgers fled during the
Vietnam War, no longer will
help. Since then, Canada has
passed immigration and
employment laws that make it
virtually impossible for draft
refugees to live there today.
Campuses also provided a
safe harbor during most of the
Vietnam War, when a student
. deferment from the draft helped
thousands of men keep from
having to go into the armed
forces as long as they wefe .
registered for a small load of
college courses.
· Now there's no such thing
as a student deferment,
although collegians would
be allowed to finish their

semester before having to
report. College seniors would be
able to finish their academic
year.
Young men who can prove to
their local draft board they are
homosexual or a conscientious
objector can get out of serving,
though it will take some effort.
But do these men and their
families even need to be worried
about the draft?
"Right now I would say we
really don't know," said Cord
Bruegmartn, a staff member for
the CCCO, a draft and military
counseling agency based in
Philadelphia.
The likelihood has increase.d
since the war·started, but not in
a way that people should be
overly worried, Bruegmann
said.
Right after the war started,
the Selective Service issued a
statement stating "the agency
has no indication that a draft
is needed. Neither Congress,
the White House nor the
Department of Defense
indicates a draft is under
consideration, and the
president has said a draft is
not necessary."
Yet, not all U.S. government
officials are discounting the
possibility.
"Nobody is yet speaking
of reinstituting the draft,
-but if the war goes beyond
90 days, it would be

seriously discussed, if not
necessarily adopted," Rep.
Henry Hyde, R.-Ill., a
member of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, told the
Associated Press.
And Arizona's Joyner thinks
ifthe war escalates to prolonged
ground fighting, a draft will be
needed to support and replenish
the troops. "I see it coming."
It would take a congressional
vote to reinstate the draft, and
the selection could start within
hours of approval.
The first step would be
holding a lottery to decide which
of the 1.8 million 20-year-old
men in the United States would
be drafted first.
The lottery would be open to
the public, held in an auditorium
where Selective Service officials
would have two clear drums.
One drum would hold 365
slips of paper (366 if it were a
leap year) imprinted with the
dates of the year. The other
drum would : hold slips
numbered one through 365 .o r
366 .

A draft official would draw
a slip from . each drum, _
matching a date to a number.
Men turning 20 on the date
drawn with the number "1"
would be called first. For
Char1es Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
instance, if the date March 27 HELPING HANDS
was drawn with thenumberl,
Michelle Brirosaio -helps Andrea Diaz rake her yard at the Orlando
men turning 20 on March 27
Family .Shelter. Pi Sigma Epsilon helped restor~ the shelter.
would be called first.
·
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BEFORE YOU CAN ,FOLLOW
YOUR-. DREAMS, YOU'VE GOT
TO FOLLOW THE RULES.

We are on a mission unprecedented
in medical history.

Men who don't register with Selectlve Service aren't eligible for federal student aid or ~ederal employment. Register at the post office within a month of
. your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes ·to fill out a simple card. ·

'\!Ve ar2 bringing 19 teams of
scientists from around the world
together in one place,. for one purpose,
To find a permanent.cure for diabetes .
For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

Register with Selective Service. It's Quiclc. It's Easy. And. It's the L~w.

Join us on our mission.

ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE AT
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
A THEATER/LECTURE TOUR
MAY 11 TO 18, 1991
PRESENTED BY ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL AND THE
- INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY ·o F CENTRAL FLORIDA,
AND THE SHAKESPEARE CENTIIB AT STRATFORD UPON-AVON:
ALL-INCLUSIVE COST PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUP ANCY ...$1795.00 (SINGLE SUPPLEMENT $70.00) PRICES INCLUDE AIRFARE

•

7

NEW 3 BEDROOM9 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE, COMPLETELY
SET-UP WITH AIR, READY TO LIVE IN.
1 t t - - - - - - ONLY $330.00 per Month

MODELS ON D~SPLAY SR 50 TO PEL STREET
OFF E. COLONIAL, ORLANDO
658-9559

$9*
l~~!.~~~po~

WHAT'S INCLUDED:
ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE ON KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES, ORLANDO/LONDON/ORLANDO, BED AND BREAKFAST
ACCOMODATION IN LOCAL GUESTHOUSE FOR 6 NIGHTS, 6, 3 COURSE DINNERS IN GUESTHOUSE, TOP PRICE
TICKETS FOR TWO PRODUCTIONS AT THE MAIN HOUSE AND TWO PRODUCTION AT THE SWAN THEATER, A FULL
SCHEDULE OF PRE-PERFORMANCE LECTURES AND POST-PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS OF THESE PRODUCTIONS WITH MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY OF THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHPLACE TRUST AND THE SHAKESPEARE
INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, WITH A NUMBER OF SESSIONS OF A "QUESTION & ANSWER"
KIND WITH MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY,
ROUND-TRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS, INCLUDING A HALF-DAY EXCURSION TO THE SHAKESPEARE PR.OPERTIES
OUTSIDE STRATFORD AND STOP AT WARWICK AND KENILWORTH CASTLES, FULL DAY EXCURSION TO OXFORD,
WITH A STOP AT BLENHEIM ON THE WAY, ENTRANCE FEES TO ALL PROPERTIES TO BE VISITED, A BACKSTAGE
TOUR AT THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE THEATER, AND MEMBERSHIP AT HALL'S CROFT CLUB,
ONE SESSION WITH THE STRATFORD RENAISSANCE DANCE COMPANY.
OR CALL:
AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL RELATED
SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
200 S. ORANGE AVE. SUN BANK CENTER
ORLANDO, Fl 32801 (407) 843·0004
FAX (407) 843·1509

1-800-533-8863

YES. I WOULD LIKE TO SIGN UP FOR THE
SHAKESPEARE AT STRATFORD THEATER TOUR
MAY 11-18, PLEASE SEND -ME DETAILS ...
NAME------------------------------------------------------AD DRESS--------------------------------------------------PHONE-----·---~-------------

Custom

Everyday low price
·• Long hair extra

:(.. No Appointment· Just Walk in·

~~HAIR,,~

~m~
Check Yellow Pages for Salon nearest you

--------------- .... -----896
$2 OFF
CHILD'S HAIRCUT

Reg. $7", Nowss·
Includes sharrpoo
B years and younger
Expires 3130191 'Long hair oldra

t~
With coupon only-No dO..Ole discounts

I
$2 OFF .
I ADULT HAIRCU'!"
I & BLOWDRY
1
1 t~

896

·
Reg. $12', Now $10'
Expires 3130/91 'Long Hair extra

1
I
I
I

I · W~h coupon onfrNo double discounts I

$1 OFF . 895
KMS HAIRCARE
PRODUCTS
KMS Purchase
Expires 3130/91

tcune~
W4h coupon only•No double discounts
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Jane's Addiction rocks Orland~ Sports Club.
Show is a mass of :sweat~drenched bodies' and music
by Mark Thomas

Down."
From there, Suicidal
h, to be a part of Tendencies went on to do
the mash pit, head bobb:ing, what they do best: thrash
stomach throbbing. To be and scream with some sort
a part of that erratic wave ' of social statement mixed
of sweat-drenched bodies, in~between. The group gave
maybe even to be one of the . _a great performance despite
lucky few suffocating in the the facf that most of the
very front."
people had not arrived yet.
These were this reportThey p1ayed their as~es
er's thoughts while attend- off for 50 minutes, includ~
ing the Jane's Addiction ing a well-deserved encore,
concert at the Orlando but then it was time for the
Sports Club on Econlock- main event - "Senores y
hatchee Trail. .
senoras. Nosoti-os tenemos
However, do not get me mas influencia con sushiwrong, the concert was jos que tu tienes;pero los
great. I just think it takes a. queremos. Creadoyregado
special kind of person to be de Los Angeles, Juanas
.
a part of the mosh pit. As- Adiccion."
the concert.went _on, a sepAbout 9: 15, I saw Perry
arate slam pit developed. Farrel being led in,; yes, led
This takes a very special in. Perry is one scary look(heavily drugged or intoxi- ing fella and I think they
qtted) kind of person.
had to take him to be
Oddly enough, the con- hooked up to his machine
.cert started on time, with before the concert.
Suicidal Tendencies openThey started at 9:30 and
ing with a rousing rendi- never looked back. Perry
tion of "Can't Bring Me ·came out drinking some-

"Q

thing, non-alcoholic I'm
sure.
They went on to play one
the best concerts I ~ave ever
. witnessed. Everything was
awesome, from Perry's vocals to Navarro's guitar. And
from where I was.standing,
the acoustics were great,
but that could have been
because I was only standing·
about seven feet from the
speaker stacks. ·
The atmosphere was almost as good as the music.
Every so often the girl sitting
on the railing ·next to me
(who, by the. way, was sitting on my hand, but that
is another story) would
sho~t: "Perry Farrel is
beautiful."
Or · I could look to the
front and watch the aff.1Xated people collapse as they
were squeezed out of the
crushing mass of the pit.
The slam pit wa~ also good
for a laugh.
see JANE'S page'' 10

Jim Ferguson

A conservative looking Perry Farrel, lead singer of Jane's Addiction, led
his band through a memorable show at the Orlando Sports Club.

Tuesday. Feb. 26
Green. Festivities include
Sting and Concrete Blonde prize giveaways and music. _
revisit the Tampa Sun Dome at
8 p.m. - at the University of
Thursday. Feb. 28
South Florida. Tickets from
Controversial Vanilla Ice
TicketMaster are $21.50.
'60s rock band Paul Revere riiiiiiiiiiii
and the Raiders plays the West ,..,---......
End Stage through·Thursday at •~-_..
Disney's PleasuI"e Island. Tickets for the show and surrounding 1a--~
attractions are $11.93.
The Jeff Healey Band plays at
Finky's in Daytona Beach for
$15 and Feb. 28 at Jannus
Landing in St. Petersburg.

The Needle's Edge

Jim Ferguson

Popular underground band, The Genitortures, combine
music and body piercing at a recent Club Sub-Zero show.

perhaps thejew's-harp? If
so, jam with other bluegrass enthusiasts in the
parking lot of Piggly Wiggly on East Co.lonial Drive
every Friday.
The Knowles Memorial
Chapel of Rollins College
holds the 56th Annual
Bach Festival performed
by the Florida Symphony
Orchestra. Tickets are
$15.

Saturday. March 2
Guitarist P~t Travers
~="' •
plays the Powerstation.
~i~almiiiii•=iiiiiiiliiiiil
Living Colour and
Wednesday. Feb. 27
Chicago band Eleventh rapsattheTampaSunDome King's x appear at The
Dream Day, promoting its new at the University of South Orlando Sports ciub.
release "Lived to Tell," performs Florida. Tickets are $18. 50.
with I.A.O. (It's All Over) at the
Tickets are now on sale
Beach Club. Admission is $5.
Friday. March 1
at TicketMaster for the
Join WDIZ disc jockeys and
Molly Hatchet rocks A:prtl 12 zz Top /Black
Calico Jack's for the Spring Finky's in Daytona Beach.
Crows concert at the
Break Campus Fest on the UCF
Do you play the banjo or Lakeland Civic Center.

•
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UCF professor searches for new

bird species in South AmeriCa
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Reviewed by Bill Cushing

"A

Parrot Without A
Name'"is surprisingly similar to a Michael Crichton
novel. It is packed with
historical and scientific
fact, yet reads as easily as
any fictional narrative.
The book is an outgrowth
of ·some journalistic work
which UCF's Dr. Don Stap
undertook in the mid1980s and is based on his
1987 journey to Peru with
a mixed .group of scientists
led by two men from Louisiana State University's
ornithology department,
John O'Neill and Ted
Parker. Joining them were,
among others, botanists, a
guide and a doctor.
The journey begins in
Pucallpa, a Peruvian town
located just east of the
Andes Mountain range on
the Rio Ucayali.
Following this river, the
team rests inAbujao (actually little more than a a
tribal settlement) before
traveling the Rio Shesha to
the Cordillera Divisor. a
mountain range extending
20 miles from Peru's rain
forest to the Brazilian border.
Dr. Stap acts as firstperson narrator, giving insights into the work done
on this and similar expeditions. He couldn't have a
better backdrop, both geographically or personally,
from which to draw.
The O'Neill-Parker team
is one of those odd pairings
that work together perfectly.
"O'Neill and Parker both
seem capable' of instantly
recalling the field ma.rks of
any of the 1, 700 species of
birds in Peru, a feat akin to
memorizing 'Paradise Lost.'

<-·

Knopf

'Parrot' is based on Dr. Stap's 1987 journey to Peru.
And they know where the
birds occur, where they
don't, and how their markings change subtly from
one region to another- this
is 'Paradise Lost' and three
centuries of critical commentary."
O'Neill distinguished
himself as early as 1963
when, as a freshman, he
discovered what proved fo
be an entirely new species
of bird. He has since become an artist in great demand. His own illustration
graces the cover of this
book.
. Parker, although associated· with L.S.U., has no
formal degree. Still, he is
rec0gnized as one of the
field's foremost experts in ·
identification of bird sp~
cies and has an uncanny
ability to recognize and imitate bird call~.
While O'Neill and Parker
are part of a scientific, the
author is quick to point out
that the main reason "these
biologists are here _in the
jungle in the first place (is)
they have never lost the
insatiable curiosity and
adventurous spirit they had
as twelve-year-olds."
While they and the others
involved in the expedition
have their own individual
traits of interest (Houston
herpetologist Paul freed, for
example, uses rubber
bands to stun lizards from
as far as eight to ten feet
away), it is other aspects of
the field that interest Dr.
Stap.

In "A Parrot Without A
Name," the reader is given
an insightful look into this
fraternity of researchers
and how they operate; how,
in many cases , scientists
will play a sort of "Twenty
Questions ," a deductive
process used to determine
the geographic origin of
different species sighted.
Dr. Stap also introduces
a myriad of animal species
observed during such
fieiaw6rk. We meet the
Hoatzin- "In a land of
strange birds, the Hoatzin
is among the strang'e st."which acts as "a living link
between reptiles and birds.
He also describes the
processes involved in this
field of scientific investigation and delves into the
importance of the discovery
of new species of animal life
on mankind's overall understanding of the animal
kingdom.
This is a book which
works on several levels. and
for readers unfamiliar with
the scientific language involved in the expedition,
the human aspects of the
story will be of interest.
In the end, Dr. Stap sees
the study of birds as a
metaphor for man's attempt
to understand the universe:
"Birds, conspicuous and
widespread, perhaps best
represent the diversity of
life on the planet, and it is
diversity (in a different
mood we might call it chaos) that calls for explanation."

Looking for a date?
Are you a member of a local band and tired of being snubbed in
our Concert Calendar'? Well then, get off your lazy butt and drop us a
note. We'll be happy to add you to our listing.

All 'Ahead ' listings should be sent lo: Ahead, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, FL 32816.
.··.
.:·.
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KNIGHT ROCK TOP FIVE
for the wee~ ending Feb. 25, 1991

Alternative

Metal

1. "Rose of Jericho"
Eleventh Dream Doy
2. "Drive That Fast"
Kitchen of Distinction
3. "Losing My Religion"

1. "Seasons In The Abyss"
Slayer
2. "All That Remains"
Fear of God
3. "Surrounded By Idiots"
Rothchild America
4."New World"
Saigon Kick
5. "RadioactMty"
Treponem Pal

R.E.M.
4. "Fluid Flowers"
Sfow
5. "Gripped By Fear"
Front 242

The Knight Rock Schedule
WUCF-FM (89.9)

Alternative programming can be heard MondayThursday beginning at 11 p.m. On Saturday and Sunday,
programming begins at midnight.

.
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song selection.
The highlight
Janes
The group only
of the evening
from page 8
played one song
came when a
potential stage diver was off of its first album and was
, tackled and thrown from the on stage for an hour and 15
stage by the event staffers af- minutes - only 25 minutes
ter some how getting on .from longerthan Suicidal Tende11ctes.
The concert was awesome
backstage. He was probably
a terrorist, so it is a good thing anyway, and well worth every
they got rid of him qulckly. penny I paid to get in.
·Who knows what the world
I also learned something: A
would be like without Janes concert sounds a lot better
Addiction.
when your ears aren't ringing,
The only problem with the so remember to wear your ear
concert was the length and plugs.

The Black-eyed Pea serves up homestyle southern food, in a comfortable environment, at their
newest location on University Boulevard in Winter Park.

The Black-eyed Pea worth the wait;
comfortable surroundings a plus
by Lisa Komara

1 you're planning a trip home this weekend to devour some of mom's home cooking,
save your gas money and try the Black-eyed
Pea instead. ·
The Black-eyed Pea is part of a chain of
restaurants that originated in Dallas, Texas.
The first franchise to hit Florida is on University Boulevard, just east of Semoran Boulevard. It is a casual home-style eatery that
offers simple, moderately priced menu items.
But don't l~t the word "simple" fool ypu.

was told the restaurant anticipates a liquor
license in the near future, but for now. only
non-alcoholic beverages are available. (Refills
on coffee. tea and soft drinks are.free.)
The night I dined at The Black-eyed :Pea, I
ate three courses, the first being potato chee$e
soup. Unlike many soups dujour, they didn't
toss all of yesterday's special into a pot and
add chicken stock.
The so~p was thick
·-and rich, saturated with cheese and chunks
of potatoes and topped with plenty of shredded
cheese.
Nextlhadthemelt-in,..your-mouthpotroast,

i1

e wants to do his taxes .
but he finds it too difficult to
hold a pencil.
Without your help, he may not
be able to do them.

1·.

ThefoodltastedatTheBlack- 1;s1~
accompanied by fried- okra
eyed Pea was well-prepared,
I
I ' and batter-fried ~om on the
hearty and flavorful.
!
! ' cob. The batter-fned com was
The success ofThe Black, a delicious and unique item.
eyed Pea can be attributed to
The portions were so gener~
its using the freshest ingredious that I hardly had room
ents available. It is this dedifor dessert. Somehow I found·
cation to quality that keeps
room - How could I pass up
people waiting for up to an
hot apple cobbler a la mode?
hour on a weekend night to
The Black-eyed Pea opereat there.
ates between 11 a.m. and 10
Exactly what are they waitp.m. Sunday through -T hursing for? It could be the crispy fried catfish and day and stays open µntil 11 p.m. on weekends.
buttery mashed potatoes. (They don't peel It serves lunch and dinner only and uses just
the potatoes because most of the nutrients one menu .. This is convenient for those folks
are stored in the skin.)
who ~~oy a hearty midqay meal as opposed
Or, they might be waiting for one of the to, say, a stuffed avocado half on a bed of
daily specials, which are conveniently listed unpronounceable greens.
on the menu. These savory specials include
The .ambiance of The Black-eyed Pea is
liver and onions, turkey and dressing, and wa,rm and welcoming. The walls are adorned
with an. abundance of bric-a-brac, while mqchicken and dumplings, to name a few.
Karen, my waitress and a UCF student, son jars chock-full ofhome:.canned fruits and
told me customers appreciate the specials be- vegetables line the windowsills. The homey
ing listed on the menu because they can plan touches, good service and simple; well-preahead if they want to order a particular item. pared food will entice people to ret~m to The
"Thursdays are really busy because it's Black-eyed Pea.
chicken and dumplings day," she whispered.
Just as fashions in clothing come and go,
Hold on to your taste buds, folks. Thursday is so do food fads. The Black-eyed Pea knows
just a couple of days away.
what people want - good home cooking, not
The other menu items are available every Renoir on a plate. Eating there is like your
day and include a variety of appetizers, soups favorite old blue jeans - comfortable and faand salads, sandwiches and main entrees. I miliar.

For this man it's arthritis. For
s.omeone else it might be poor eyesight
or maybe they just can't cope. The fact
is, last year 4 million Americans got the
help they needed from IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
call 1800 424-1040. Beginning October 1,
1990, please call 1800 829-1040.
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.

m
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This Publication & Ufl \.•
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KINDERGARTEN COP PG-13 2:30·7 30

HOME ALON: PG 2:05-4.20-7:15-9:30'
_ GODFATHER Ill R 2 30-610·9 10·
DANCES Wmt WOLVES PG13 130-5-8:45
NEVER ENDING STORY:!- G2 15-4:30·7.15·9·30

AWAKENNGS PG-13 2-4:30-7:20-9:50
WARLOCK R4:45-1 o·oo
KING RALPH PG· 2-4·&.8·10 •
GOODFELLAS R 2:30-6-9
LA STORY PG-13 2:04-4:04-6115-8:05-10:05
NOTHING BUT TROUBLE PG·13
2·1 0-4.10-610-8:10-10:10

AWAKEMNGS PG-13 2:05-4:30-7:00-9:30
HOME ALONE PG 2:15-4:20-7:30-9:45'
GREENCARD PG13e:30-4:45-7:20-9:30'
NEVERENDING STORY 2· G2:15-4:30-7:15-9:30
SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY·R '
2:10-4:1Q.6:10-8:10.10:10
KING RALPH PG-13 2--4-6-8-10
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS R'
2-4:30-7:30-9:50

TO-DAY IS SUPER TUESDAY AU SEATS EXCEPT 'Sa.DO

•

• Special Stude11t Packages

•
•
•
•

-a· t

Free Beach Parties
Hot Reggae Music and Sunshine
Coo] Caribbean Beaches
Thousands of students from all ovc·r the

,,,

..J

US

·

'

~~

~

,

• Starting at $219 ca. with nonstop flights from Orlando
Including Air, Hotel, Transfers, $6 US Departure Tax & $10 Fuel Surcharge

SaveSJONOW
no additional charge for Ottando dopar/ures
/1m1ted saals It BOOK TO_DA Y

'1
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Love in the '90s: What could be worse than a blind date from hell?
by Nick Conte

in the shower and severed my head off during the fall.
"She's outside," my friend answered. Yes, she
was there all right. Her name was Rita and she was
very pretty. But, what my friend neglected to take
into account was Rita's height or, more accuratly,
my lack thereof.
Imagine, ladies, poor Rita's dilemma when faced
with the reality of having to go on a date with a guy

bad because we got along great as long as we were
seated.
would like to thank everyone out there for
Standing together was a problem. Dancing totheir response to my "Love in the '90s: Jerks have
gether resembled a "Monty Python" sketch. Rita
more fun" story. I enjoyed all of your comments,
kept saying, "You're cute in your picture, but you
even the ones that threatened me with bodily harm.
look different in person."
I especially loved the hand gemade that was thrown
Of course, I always look much taller in photoat me by some crazed female terrorist. Let's keep
graphs than I am in real life. The evening ended: No
'em coming.
phone number, no kiss
I promise today's colgood night, no second
umn is less provocative
date (a mutual choice).
than the last one. Let me
but we had a good laugh
set the stage for you: I
about the date (after it
was struggling through
was ov~r).
an enjoyable summer
Jfyou're going to risk a
term here at UCF when
blind date, follow these
:= ~ :'.; :, ._·: : ; ':: : .: -i. ·..
one night, my best friend
steps and minimize your
called to inform me that
risk:
we (me, him, his girl and
•- Get an impartial
his girl's roommate) had
friend to check out your
a date that Friday night.
blind date beforehand~
(I use the term friend
Girls, this can be espeloosely because no real
cially important if your
friend would put anothdate ends up being a geek
er friend through the
or, worse yet, a feature
purgato:ry that awaited
writer for acollege newsme.)
paper.
Like a fool, I said yes
•Ask the person setand returned to my
ting up the date ifyou can
studies without giving it
meet the datee before the
a thought.
date. This is called a
Well, Friday rolled
"blind date preview."
around and I began to
• -Check your friend's
get ready for the
credentials. Does he/ she
evening's festivities
have have a sick sense of
when it hit me: I was
.,,. :· ·! :ri:•.!;' ::.··.·.
humor? Is he/she just
going on a blind date.
pretending to be your
Suddenly, I saw my
friend so he/she cari arflesh turn 15 colors and
range some terrible prank
my fac;e break out. It was
on you like a blind date?
like a scene from "Amer• Develop a sense of
ican Werewolf in London," but the worse part of the who could look into her navel all night long.
humor. Take it from an old gagmeister - you'll
evening was yet to come.
In defense of short guys everywhere, Rita was a m~it.
·
When my friend arrived, he came to the doo_r by little taller than most women out there. In fact, she
• .f\Sk yourself, Do I need a date this badly?
himself. I could tell by the stupid smirk on his could have given Manute Bol fits in a pick-up bas- There are plenty of other activities you could take
cheezy face that a most unpleasant experience ketball game. Unfortunately for her, she had to go part in. (Why do you think Twister was invented?)
awaited me. "I'm sorry about_this, man," was the one on one with Spud Webb that night.
Well, it's time for me to go. Tune in next time
first thing he said to me_(not a good sign, gang).
I'll cut to the chase. As you've probably gathered, when my report on "animal species at singles bars"
"Where is she?" I asked, half wishing I'd slipped it was an uncomfortable Ilight for both of us. It's too will be made public .
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FL YING UNICORN RANCH
"Horseback Aiding At It's Best"
Horses By The Hour • Moonllght Rides • Ponies For Parties
Hay Rides & Cookouts• Lots Of Trails & Open Spaces
Please Call For Reservations
3550 w. S.R. 46
STEVE CHARRON
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5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

COMICS

*
PAINTBALL

SUPPUES

*
ROLE PLAYING
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

629·4779
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$1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH
$1.50 DRINKS

>-

-------,

RIDING $15 AN HOUR
$3 OFF WITH COUPON ON
WEEKENDS
$10 OFF 1/2 DAY RIDE
$5 OFF WEEKDA VS

GAMES
(407) 8%3-724•
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· ~rogramming lost
.as stations ponder
same news briefs ,

•

How many of you watch a TV show every week?
Whether it is a sitcom or a continuing drama, there ·
are probably quite a few of you-who are devoted. And
how irritating it is when a show is interrupted for a
news brief. .
Granted, news is a very important part of the TV
experience, as lt adds validity and information to the
media services, but let's deal with reality: The public
is watching television to see the particular program
that is scheduled to air.
Last Saturday, several pr,ograms on the non-cable,
freeTV stations were offered and then canceled in
response to the changes in the war. This is not the
first of the canceled television in the name. of war.,
Up-to-date information about loved ones is needed,
but is the same information needed over and over?
Not really.
Perhaps the stations need to review their policies
concerning those "short" news breaks. Perhaps· the
public should voice its opinion about thes·e
interruptions Qf scheduled programs.
The ~V stations are making an agreement to air
It is in the air ... a crazy sort ofhate and hysteria tha~
certain programs at certain times. When they air has festered within the hearts and souls of the
news briefs they are supposedly trying.to give concise, American psyche; a madness that is known by some
short information that will improve knowledge vf the as patrio'tism and by others as blind ·nationalism. It
public.
is the."love it or leave it" mentality that has cradled
But in reality, in light of the war in the .Middle_ the mother country and has made the war in the leave it" Nazis are as un-american as c-ensorship.
East, what has happened is that the public has Middle East a flag waving, fun-for-all time.
A more just modification to the doggerel at hand
received not only a glossed-over version of the war,
It is the old but crusty "love it or leave it" doggerel would be "love it or .change it." This, it seems, is a
but also a steady dunking in the same information .that plagued our country for decades. As an Americ~ passage that the 1ikes ofThomas Jefferson and James
over and over.
citizen who does not accept the black and wh1te Madison would heartily embrace. -Think carefully,
Do you need to know how th~ guns on our helicopters , dichotomy invented by someone from Hazard County, would our Founding Fathers really have anything to
work? Do you need to know what the representative' I feel that it is tantamount. to the real America th~t do with the yahoo, war hawk , gun thug mentality. I
said about Bush's dislike of broccoli?
the "love it or cruise" premise is analyzed.
don't think that the authors of the Federalist Papers
No, you do not need to know these things. You rn~ed
The statement asserts that those Americans who could find common ground to commune with those
to know what has happened in relation ending the are not in complete agreement with the policy of their frenzied followers of "love it or leave it."
,
war sooner.
govermnent and find it tantamount to their existence
·Finally, w~ are presently within arms reach of a
But now that the war is beginning the downward to protest an issue must certainly be subversive and peace settlement with Iraq. If the American
spiral toward an end, why is news increasing? The should, by all means, take a road .trip to Canada if government can check its vast, mobile ego at the door,
fighting has decreased, so why has the news increased? they don't love their country enough to become a slave we can possibly avoid all the despair that shrouds an
. !'
. Actually none of this is important, as most people to it, thank you very much.
., l
all out bloody war. For God's sake, people, let's work
have access to CNN and 24 hours of news about the
I
America was built on the premise that if you. are to remove the obese glory that is thrown on top of a
gulf. People also have access to newspapersand other discontent with an issue at hand, you have every war. Let's end all the suffering and despair that we media resources.
right to protest non-violently within the framework know as war.
When Americans having up-to-the-second news of the Government. Thus, it seems, those "love it or
- Brian Goercke is a senior ~tudying English'! lit.
will make a difference, then it will be relevant to offer
such updates. But when the news is censored anyway,
·I
why punish the viewers with the muadlin news
!
available? onJuly25,accordingtotheJan.16 American, Iraqi, Kuwaiti, Israeli
•FOOTNOTESTOLETTER
Television is an·overused resource in the American Editor: ·
Seattle Times, Ambassador April or Salvadoran, are not a. currency
public. People have reached a point where they do not
received
written with which you purchase a political
I'd like to make just a few Glaspie
go any further to get the facts about the news they "footnotes" to the "Myths vs. Facts" instructions from the secretary of 1goal.
.
hear. Perhaps ifthe subject. matter wasn't beaten to . letter- by Thomas Shipley in the state, approved by the President,
The human life is sacred and if
a pulp then people would feel the need to read.
to deliver the following message to you would stop and listen to your~
Feb. 12 issue.
If anyone feels similiarly, please write the station
The Jews began leaving following message to S.addam heart beat, you might .agree with
of your choice about your favorite program. The only Palestine in 70 AD. because of Hussein:
me. Carrying a weapon with the
way one can change what is shown on television is to Roman Persecution. They were ''We wlll nq_t become involved in fotent to kill, manning an arms
inform the station about what you feel. Beinginformed gone for 1,700 years until 1882 your border dispute with Kuwait console, or simply beingin support
is better than being bored.
when the first group of Jews from and we take no position on this of a war, is an elaborate form of
-This column is dedicatia to all trekkies who missed Europe returned to settle there.
dispute." According to Ohio murder/suicide.
''Star Trek" Saturday.
·
The Arabs swept into Palestine representative Mary Rose Oaker,
Assumingthatthe UnitedStates
in the 7th Century A.D., and Ambassador ·Glaspie is now "wins" the war, there will still be
though not a strongly organized incommunicado.
people like Hussein that will obtain
Why did President Bush give their goals through the use offorce.
and united group, never left, even
Tho <:enrol
during a long series of conquests the green light to Hussein in July Th.ere will still be people like George
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 ·
and then a few weeks later start Bush who will insist that "sanctions
by other countries.
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
In spite of severe Jewish calling him "Hitler?" Was Hussein don~t work - just look at what we·
persecutiop in some parts of the set up by Bush?
Editor in Chief
had to do to Iraq." Force was our
Now President Bush wants the "last option"- even though the
world, it is still hard to believe
Jamie Carte
Managing Editor
Jennifer Offenburger that in the 20th Century anyone Emir of Kuwait restored to power. sanctions r·educed Iraq's GNP by
Joelle Subourne · actually felt the Jews had a claim · The Emir is not the American way half!
News Editor
As I watch the news accounts of
Sports Editor
Roy Fuoco to Palestine, either religiously or of life.
T HeEmir has 70 wives, seven the war on TV, it seems that we are
Opinion Editor
Jocelyn Jepson politically.
Yet the United Nations personal 74 7s, and is the sole owner nowvery confident of our"winning"
Confetti/Collage Ed ltor
Steven M. Conner
established
the new Jewish nation of Kuwaiti Oil, with half of the oil this war.
Copy Editor
Melissa Stoker
oflsra~l
by
dividing
Palestine, and money going int.o his own pocket.
The only ones who have "won"
Photo Editor .
Michael Pohl
·
Is this what we fight for?.
givingapartoftheArabhomeland
this war are the military officials
Art Director ,;' ~;
Brian M. Wente
who got to test their news "toys"
Production Mafiager
Lloyd Whitehead to a people who have been gone for
Alan Rhodes and control the media.
centuries.
Business Manager
Thomas Negron ·
retired professor,
The world has since been
How easily we digest the
Class if led Manager
Traci Osterhagen reaping the sour grapes of that
currently residing in Ohio information fed to us by the
,
. Acj.vertislng Manager
Vic Kirazian decision.
•FUNDAMENTALLY WRONG Pentagon. How sheep-like we are
; _ _ Ad,Production Manag~r
David J. Shoulberg
. Editor:
in our acceptance of Pentagon
Armand Cimaroli, Jeff Celebre,
Advertising Staff:
Joyce Crane
Why do I oppose war? Because censorship - the worst in media
Shelly Fleis, Suzy Zuljani
history war is fundamentally wrong.
history.
People often refer to "the cost of a
•WHAT WE FIGHT FOR
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark. Anne Decker,
One can only wonder what the
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson,Tom Kopacz, Jessica Pinkman, Heidi Steiner
war," or the "cost in lives" of a war. real fatalities are.
Editor:
Opinions expressed ln The Central Florida Future are these of the newspaper or individual
When Bush says, "this will not
Why did Saddam Hussein think
Peace through non-violence to
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
be
another Vietnam," he means, *all* fellow humans.
he
could
get
away
with
invading
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maxirrom of 300words and include
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
"this will not cost as much as
Iraq?
and space and become the property al the newspaper, subject to their publication. The
We knew that Iraq was having Vietnam."
Central Florida Future Is a free. non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the
Sam Rushing
academic year and weekly during the sul'TIT18r. All meetings of the BOP are open to the p.blic.
But human lives, be they
a border dispute with Kuwait and
students for a rational society

•

love it or change it, Americet
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America has always supported dictatorships

As an international student from Pakistan · I will
state that ~y country has also sent 5,000 ~en to
protect Sa ud1 Arabia. I am against the war, no matter
what my government would do .because I believe in
justice and peace.
"
Pakistan has spent 35 years of its independence
under martial law. This control has always been
supported by the CIA and the American
administration. When ever we have had a democratic
government, the American government has cut off
aid. So in effect, Pakistan is paying the price for being
the only Muslim democratic country in the Middle
East.
. One should know that America has always
supported dictatorships in the name of American
, interests around the world. Chile, Nicaragua,
Panama, South Korea, South Vietnam, Pakistan ... the
list goes on and on. Don't try to saythat America is for
freedom.
Maybe freedom is.in this country, but not outside.
The CIA is considered one the most brutal terrorist
organizations in many Third World countries, even
though with the foreign aid available' America can
buy friends.

r;

The question of Muslims hating Jews is absurd.
Muslims are not brought up to. hate Jews. In fact,
Muslims believe in Moses and the Old Testament,
just like they believe in Jesus and the New Testament.
Muslims can marry -J ews and eat their food. Jews
were living among Muslims before present Israel
There are Jews still living in Jordan, Iraq,
Pakistan ... etc.
Historically speaking, it has always been the
Christians that have persecuted the Jews. The Jews
were living well in Muslim Spain before the Christian
Crusaders conquered Spain and forcefully tried to
convert all Muslims to Christianity. Weren't German
Christians the ones who killed millions of Jews?
so-it was Christianity that has brought about the
destruction on Jewish homes. Yes, Muslims do dislike
Zionism, which is racist in nature like the apartheid
in South Africa.
They also dislike and disapprove of the double
standards that Western countries have had with the
occupation of Palestine. (It could be considered
occupation.) Maybe the Palestians are paying the
price for Christian guilt. Tazig/Aziz, the Iraqi foreign
minister is a Christian.
·

llll\11111

Now last, butnotleastis the union ofAlnerica with
Christian countries."Jihad" does not mean holy war.
The Holy Wars were the crusades by the Christian
knights against Muslims. After promising that if the
Muslims surref?.dered, the Crusaders said they
wouldn't prosecute, but exactly the opposite was
done.
Coming back to the issue of non-democratic
governments being in power in the Middle East. The
people of Turkey don't even know that they are part
of the allied coalition due to heavy censorship. The
people of Saudi Arabia don't even know that there is
war going on. Only Jordan has some freedom and
people are voicing their sentiment.
America has always supported regions as opposed
to peopl~.
.
-Mujeeb Elahi is a senior studying accounting.

IN LIMBO

A. S. Whitten
HEY! COME BACK HERE A~D SAY TH/tT
TO MY H\CE YOU g~so~1 f'U sHM
HOW_TO /ce-AJsCi5!iiJ A@ewsoruot:J)/'

HEn WATCH lT, SHO'RJY1
l'M AL REAf)Y LAlE . FOR
A RfHEA~SAL) DAMM tT/

-

·co·w b_
oys rustle up the loot by s . Hing old duds
various holes, stains and worn spots on the jeans.
I'm sure this provides hours of enjoyment for
urban professionals, who,_ after a hard day of
wrangling sales reports, can mosey back to their
condominiums, rustle up a mess o'sushi, and spend
an old-fashioned Western-style evening analyzing
You'll be pleased to learn that I have thought
their jean damage. ("Oh, look. Jennifer!This brown
up yet another way to revive our nation's sagging
mark on the knee occurred when the cowboy
economy by making myself rich.
branded a calf1 Or fell into pie!" "Oh, Brad! That
To understand my concept, you need to be
just makes me want to roll back the Oriental rug
aware of an important fashion trend sweeping the
and initiate a hoedown!")
,
entire nation (defined as "parts of New York and
This trend is not limited to jeans. The store
San Francisco"). Under this trend, sophisticated
owners I talked to said there is also a strong demand
urban persons, seeking leisure . wear, are for used cowboy jackets, shirts, boots and hats. This
purchasing used, beat-up, worn, ripped, raggady
leads me to my money-making idea, which is going
cowboy garments that were previously owned by
to seem so obvious when I tell you that you're going
actual cowboys. People are actually paying more
to smack yourself in the forehead for not thinking of
for damaged cowboy jeans than for new ones.
it first. My idea is to sell used cowboy underwear by
I found out about this trend through the
mail. Don't laugh. This is the logical next step, and
alertness ofreader Suzanna Hough, who sent me
"""'=... I'm going to be out front on it. My brand will ~e
an article by Mario Recio of The Fort Worth Starcalled: Buckaroo Briefs. Each briefwill come with an
Telegram. The article states that used cowboy
authentic piece of old-looking paper with a diagram
jeans ·are selling briskly at $50 a pair in San
explaining how the briefs came to look the way they
Francisco, and $65 a pair in New York. The ones
do (''This particular stain occurred when the cowboy
with holes are considered most desirable. Here
got
chased by a bull").
© 1991 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All Riohts Reserved
The only problem I see, lookin-g ahead, is that
are quotes about this trend from the article:
"People want holes in the knees, crotch and buns," with -the increasing big-city demands for authentic
FROM THE OWNER OF A NEW YORK CITY
STORE THAT SELLS THE JEANS: "It gives a bit of stated Murray Selkow, a Philadelphia native who Western garm_ents of all kinds, and the relatively
now owns the Wild West store in San Francisco. small numberofactual rural Westerners, we're going
romance."
FROMAN ACTUAL TEXAS COWBOY: "It sounds "What's very popular is two tears right at the bottom to reach a point fairly soon where the entire population
of the buns."
of Montana is running around naked. Fortunately,
pretty stupid."
To locate the source of cowboy jeans I called I've thought of a way to solve this problem via
Of course it is exactly this short-sighted lack of
fashion consciousness on the part of cowboys that Montana, a large . cow-inten~ive state located near ANOTHER money-making concept, namely: sell
keeps them stuck in dead-end jobs where they must Canada. I spoke with Judy MacFarlane~ who owns a urban professionals' used business attire to cowboys.
become involved with actual cows. Meanwhile your company called Montana Broke, located outside a Why not? Cowboys in suits! Carrying their lassos in
fashion visionaries such as Mr. Ralph "Hombre" small town called (really) Manhattan. She buys used briefcases! It might catch on. You could probably even
Lauren -people who truly understand the spirit of jeans from cowboys and se,lls them to stores such as charge them more for the suits with really exciting
histories (''This rip occured when Thad, rushing to an
the West-have made so much money in recent years Wild Wild West.
"I will not accept any jeans unless they're from a important meeting, caught his sleeve on the fa~
selling designer lines of Pretend Cowboy clothing
that they can afford to build large tastefuJ pretend bona fide cattle rancher, rodeo rider or sheriffs machine").
posseman," she told me. She said each pair ofMontana
Pretty sharp idea, huh? I don't see how it can miss.
ranch estates with color-coordinated sagebrush.
Butnowwehavegone, as a nation, beyond Pretend Broke jeans comes with a label explaining the The only possible flaw is that cowboys are not nearly
Cowboy fashions, and into Formerly Real Cowboy occupation of the cowboy who owned it, plus a as stupid enough to pay extra for somebody else's
fashions. I called several stores, and they told me the ''Tracking Guide," which shows the purchaser how to used and damaged clothing. I doubt that even the
figure out which specific cowboy activities caused cows are.
demand tor used jeans is very strong.
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SWAT has a whole bunch going on I! ROPES
outing at UBC is Sun March 3 Annual Wellness Expo is Wed March 6 Wellness Conference-March 13-15 For more info please call
823-5841
G.A.M.M.A.-Greeks Advocating Mature Management of Alcohol meetings are every Thursday at 4 in the Wellness Center. Fraternities
and Sororities should send a rep. to the meetings. Events coming up include John Mears
speaking in the SCA on March 5th at 7:30.
FREE admission, plus a DINNER for FOUR
and a STRETCH LIMO will be raffeled off.
IT'S COMING!!
THE GREEK GIFT EXPO
At the Holiday Inn-University
March 5 1Oam-Spm
Sportswear*Gifts*Jewlery
Pi Kappa Alpha
Hey K~I Friday nite was aweseme ! Wear jerseys on Wed ..Hey Mr. Dibona when will you
be selecting your secret servicemen? Spring
Break! The Keys! Enough said!
Lambda Chi Alpha
AXA Hey Sig Ep, on behalf of all the Greeks,
quit your crying. Campout was a blast. Welcome all future AXA brothers. Big bros' get
together with your Lil' bros'. Party onl

/

Delta Sigma Pi
Congradulations to Jill Leone and Jerry Roth
our Rose and Thorn. B-Ball game tonight,
come out and watch us win. 10 days till spring
break-lookout Keys here we come!!!
Acacia
Countdown-pledges, only 4 days till retreatkeep both oars in the water. Hey you hosers,
only 11 days till a beauty of a roadtrip to
Canada, eh!!
Acacia
Congratulations to the Spooner for burning
down the house in an excellent play. Happy Bday Ferne. Get ready for a wild pledge retreat
Sat.
Botany lavaliered Vicki.
Nice
going.Basketball game Wed 7:30. Who's that
hanging up his jersey? Jamie Heading for
early retirement. Good luck to Ray and Jeo in
Greek Gloves .

Environmental Society
INVITES all clubs to participate in Earthday
Apr 22 Moon 11 am-2pm . Call Sam 277-9374
Craig 339-2653 Hwy cleanup Mar 6 Beach
cleanup next

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1 pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free
CKl-Collegiate Kiwanis
We're looking for a few good hearts. Find out
how you can.become a "Community Service
Affiliate" 275-5044 ask fro Rene.
Florida Engineering Society-Meeting Weds.
Feb 27 at noon in CB 1 383. Terry Osterhaus,
Facilities Planning Director will be speaking

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
MIDEAST FOCUS
Thursday Feb 28 7pm-All Welcome!I
First Unitarian Church 1815 Robinson Call
Dan 658-9342 Sar:n 277-~74

Townhouse walk to UCF 2bed 2.5bath garage
washer/dryer $500/mo Available 2128 24g_
2246
3bed 2 1/2 bath apt. for rent (triplex)
Bonneville. 382-0923

We need self-motivated students:
Earn up to $1.0/hr. Market cred it car~.s on
campus . Flexible hours. Only 10 pos1t1ons .
Call Now 1-800-g50-8472 Ext.20

Vector's National Fi'rn now has part time
openings! Work afte,· classes and weekends.
May become full time in the summer.
Scholarships awarded, training provided.
$8.75 starting pay rate! Call for interview appt.
281-6142 (10-4)
Cruise Ship Jobs
Hiring men-women. Summer/Year round.
Photographers , tour guides, recreation personnel. Excellent pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific,
Mexico. CALL NOWI Call refundable. 1-206736-7000, Ext. 600N1

2bed 2bath near UCF $450 per month.
month deposit, no pets 282-0401

1

Helpl! I lost my glasses AGAIN
Lost between Alafaya and CEBAll
Polo tortoise shell frames
I'm temporarily blind; restore my sight for a
C.f\SH REWARD-Call Ray 382-3764

l

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

Need help in French?
Call Helen 282-7428

$1 Ooffered to anyone who has a video copy of
last week's Grammy Awards . Call 823-4294

The MSA Juma Prayers are held on Friday
1:35prn Stu/Ctr Call 381 -5726
Surfracks Honda W/Locks 682-9363
The Muslim Student Association is sponsoring a pannel discussion on the Gulf War 2126
Stu/ Ctr #211 7:30 pm
The Muslim Student Association is hosting a
Muslim/Christian forum on human rights 1n
Islam/Christianity on 3/1 in Ceba2/107 at 7:30
pm (Current issues will be discussed)

"One Heart-One Love-ONE BIG PARTY"
Spring Break Jamaica ReggaeJam
(800) "U" REGGAE ...(800) 873-4423

HP 12C calculator $50 OBO 682-9363
Sofabed/Loveseat. Flash offer $200, Good .
298-4213 eves.
Bose 901 series V speakers exc. cond $700
OBO Herb 5g5_5355 Lv Message
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers FREE emblematic stone encrusting. Jostens! There is a
difference; look for it! It's Academic in the
University Shoppes

M!F to share 2bd apt 1mi from UCF $200 + 1/
2 util 381-4119 (Val) Leave message pleasernay move in 3-1 -91

FEMALE own room 1 mile to UCF $160 per
month Call 277-0743
Private bedroom avail. in spaciol:Js, plant filled
apt. Friendly pet neg. Move in 3/1. I'm Phych.
major; would prefer same. LOVE to go dancing and swap info. $217. 1/2 dep in 2 pmts.
Call Madison at 382-6906
Roommate needed immediately! Male or
Female. $245/mth. Close to UCF. Sun Key
Apts. Call 886-s1 g7, Please leave a message. Own bedroom and bath.
Rootnrnate, professional, female to share NW
Ori. home. 2g8-4213 eve.

ON-CAMPUS FUNDRAISER-Needed: organized and industrious fraternity, sorority, or
student group to earn hundreds of dollars for
an on-campus marketing project. Call 1-800NOW-POST

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate
occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 6571967
.

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Attention all Comm Dis majors & prospective
majors: NSSLHA will be hosting an open
forum Wed. Feb 27 7-8:30 pm in Ceba 2 rm
212. Speakers will include area Speech/
Lang Path OJA

Pi Sigma Epsilon
- Roommate needed M!F in a 4/2 house 5 mi.
Excellent job on the homeless service project!
from UCF Great location. Call 658-0960
Congrats Suzan & Sharon. See you at the
ASAP and leave message
House Party I
Only $175 + 1/2, own room, 678-1738
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congrats urb on your first soccer goal, what
Roommate wanted M/F share house in
sport next? Soccer team get ready for tourChuluota $275 pays all but phone. 11 miles
ney. Friends of the Heart, thanks for supportfrom UCF . quiet, cal[ John 365-3420
ing us in all the sports. Porterhouse get those
Lincolns out of the driveway. Regionals was a
M/F N/S roommate needed for a 2bd 2 bth
trip. Here about it on Sunday. We're Sig Ep
Across UCF. $200 deposit, $210 +1/2 of
and you're jealous.
utilities . Call David 281-7626.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Hey Greek team 1 soccer teams-You couldn't
TOUCH this! 7-0! Thanks tJ.M and Bubba for
a great social. Let's support E Bball! OK-who
wasn't at Wally's or Jungle Jims this weekend? Pledges-don't slack off! Lil sisters-let's
see jerseys on those sexy bodies. Word! The
Keys or Daytona? Call Jerry of Joe if you still
want to go. Give $25 Weekend deposit to TC
or Dave P. DARKMAN knows E week!

Heather Glen Apts Private Room & Bath 3rd
floor. Complementary furnished except bedroom. Non-smoker-clean-mature washer/
dryer $312 .50 a month-Dana 679-11 54 ASAP
Fire Place

Female roommate needed to share room in
2br/2bath townhouse near UCF. $137 + 1/4
utilities. Call 249-3824 or leave ·message.
needed ASAP

IBM Compact Computer 512K 2 floppy drives,
mouse, CGA Monitor $400 negot. Donna 823-4313
Queensize Wtrbed 50% waveless, six drawer
pedestal , bookcase, headboard, heater $150
OBO Scott at 677-5945

'80 Dodge Omni look AC 4-speed new tires,
brakes, CV-joints AM/FM cass. After 6:00
366-8688 $400

The UCF copy center in the library rm 229 will
make copies for students for 1Ocents a page.
Corne by and get your copy needs fulfilled .
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that still makes rings the
old fashioned way-with hand-crafted molds
made with realoldworldar!Js1anship. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
in the University Shoppes_.
AUTO DETAILING
We clean and protect your car inside and
out *PROFESSIONAL WAXING*
*EXTERIOR/INTERIOR CLEANING*
·*CARPET TREATMENT*
And morel Call CAR BUFF 262-2782

Non-smoking white Male seeks companionship with non-smoking white female with a
good sense of humor. Must enjoy movies,
rock music, and fine dining. Please send letter
with photo to P.O. Box 26791 Orlando, FL
32816

YING: Our arguments have taught us, Precious time has bonded us, nights of engorgement have satisified us ...The aching 4 U is all
I have to express at the sound of UR name.
YANG

'81 Subaru blue color 2 doors good condition,
$699 (407) 381 -0809
'82 Toyota Supra $3450 obo 574-0551 UM

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Keep the memories 'round . Take a part of your
college experience with you-your college
ring. Jostens! There is a difference; look for
it! It's Academic in the University Shoppes

Acting and Modeling : BARBIZON of Orlando
is looking for actors and models for commercials and catalogs. Professional classes and
training b~gins iri March. Call now for more
information 774-3110!

"88 Honda Prelude 5sp, red, alloy wheels, bra,
fog lights, excellent condition, 45K miles,
$10,250 or best offer. Call Mark 273-0397

'79 Mazda 626 great cond. 5 spd AC $1000
OBO Rob 281-0856

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask!
Call him for info at 823-2204

Mini-station wagon, Toyota Carona. Personality packed fun car. Runs well. 4cyl. some
rust-nice interior. FM/Cass. Please Call: 3826906 $500

Student documents and resumes . Sarne
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
,
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

SHAMROCK BEVERAGE now has a full liquor selection. Oh Honey! Check out our
spring break specials. UCF now has the ultimate party store. Peace

'86 Honda Civic DX 3Dr AC am/fm cassette.
Exel cond Enkie wheels. Metallic blue 71 K mi
$3695 ph. 290-6402

Fast*Professional* Accurate

AMERICA ·NEEDS INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
to improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and in_crease productivity of our workforce. THE
DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. CalWisit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-22.04 for more info.

WP;EDITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0538

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

Share 2bdrrn12bath furnished waterfront duplex 2 miles from UCF through end of
semester. Non-smoker. $245/rno. + 112 utilities 657-1 go3
M!F to share 212 duplex off Dean. $200+ 1/2,
own room/bath, wash/dryer Call Greg 6711468 or Loni 57g_405g

Get healthy-Shaklee all natural nutrition
products & biodegradable cleaners free info
2gs-s122

Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:~0 or leave message on recorder
Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Barbie, I'm sorry I didn't tell you what you
wanted to hear the other night. However,
meet me in the Wild Pizza@ gpm for Bertice
Berry and let me propose to you fori:nally . Brett

•

We helped
Walt make a
name for

•

•
•

himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us, Walt is
making his mark as a successful financial consultant.
GivP. the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals.
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February 27th
on the green. ·.
by the Book Store!!!

•

...

Wednesday and
Thursday Only!!-!

D
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ampus ·Fes

Featuring:

0

------------____- __,_..,_
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·-®

~ersona~

Systelil/2
· Model 30-286

I

$ 3,585
$ i;736

Retail Price*
Your Price

01MB Memory
080286 (lOMHz) Processor
030MR Fixed D~sk Drive
.
00ne 3.5-inch Disk Driye (1.44MB)
. 08512 14" Color Display -·
0IBM Mouse
0DOS 4.0
0 -M icrosoft Windows 3.0

*Price for items if sold seperatly

We Also Accept Cashier's -Checks made payable to U.C.F.

•
1
1

·
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Knights.
UCF stayed with SW
Louisiana throughout the
game. Every time the Ragin
Cajuns tried to pull away, UCF
would come up with a key 3pointer to stay,close. But after
the Ragin Cajuns took the lead
65-63, at 10:33 of the second
half, UCF could not catch them.
''We're a good shootingteam,

but this victory didn't come
easy," SW Louisiana· Coach
Marty Fletcher said. "UCF
plays very well on its home
court. We knew it would be a
tough night here."
Both teams came out hot in
the opening minutes as the
score went to 15-13 UCFin the
first four minutes. Neither
team missed a shot in that span.
UCF stayed hot and shot 60. 7
percent in the half. SW
Louisiana cooled off, shooting

44. 7 in the half.
The Ragin Cajuns trailed for
most of the half; their only lead
before halftime was 13-10.
UCF's largest lead was nine
points, 24-15, at 12:05. The
Ragin Cajuns finally caught the
Running Knights as time ran
out.
With one second showing
before halftime, Eric Mouton
made a15-footjumper and was
fouled. The free throw gave SW
Louisiana a 46-45 halftime

lead.
''We made 60 percent in the
first half and played as well as
we could play, and still came
off the court down a point,"
Dean said.
FornearlylOminutesofthe
second half, UCFprevented the
Ragin Cajuns from taking the
lead for good. UCF tied the
score three times and led 65-63
after a Ken Leeks slam. But a
6-0 run gave SW Louisiana the
lead for good.

It led,'88-82, with less than
three minutes to play. Then,
Anthony Haynes and Denny •
Hinson connectedon3-pointers
to cut SW Louisiana's lead to
three points. But UCF could
not score again.
The game was the men's
team's last in the UCF
gymnasium. Next year, UCF
plays its first season in the
UCF Arena. The women close
out their play Friday in the
gym against Stetson.

,

NEW ORLEANS

Orleans Coach Tim Floyd said. S;:iturday.
The Running Knights tried
UCF accomplished more
to overcome a Privateers strong than the "experts" expected in
Johnson, the leading rebounder inside game with a 3-point shot its first year as member of the
in the ASC, as he led both teams but faired poorly.
ASC.
According to preseason
They made 8-of-26 shots
with 12 boards.
Johnson grabbed six from that range. New Orleans analysts, any victory for the
rebounds, but the difference in attempted three 3-pointers but Knights in the ASC would be
the upset of the year.
the game was team rebounding. missed them all.
The inside play of Tank
New Orleans finished with 48
The Knights had three such
rebounds compared with UCF's Collins, who scored 24 points · "upsets" - two against the
31 rebounds. Leeks 'also including eight off of the glass, University of Texas-Pan
American and a victory over
chipped in a team-high 18 · hurt the Running Knights.
lh closing out its ASC Lamar - to finish with a 3-9
points.
''We put two guys on him schedule, UCF missed'. two conference record. With the
[Leeks] at times, one fronting opportunities to act as spoilers three victories, UCFis assured
him and the other back-siding against New Orleans ·and the not to be in last in the
him, and he still h lirt us," New SW Louisiana Ragin Cagins conference.
FROM PAGE 20
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dissect. . .

\\'hy should you han· l11 111111ila1t· al)d·kill ;111i111ab
111 Sillll) lh('lll' foll do11'!.

For 11101-e infi11111:1 li1111 <1h11111 lnun:me ahnnatin·~
lo :minial dissection in d;L~srooms.
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Ill Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'll le arn
what ii lakes td succeed-in college and in !.ife.
You'll build sell-conJidence and develop your
leaders hip potential. Plus you can also qu alify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when you
·
.
graduate ftom coilege.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just whal you need to reach lhe lop.

~
~
ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOD W TAKI.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
MAJOR DOUGLAS R. THOMSON AT (407) 823-2430/2971

.

If you thought that: finding a color
Macintosh®system you could afford
was just a dream,. then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can-display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other ~ounds.
·
Like every Macintosh computer,the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program,you're well
on your way to learning them all.The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple®SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

~

•

For further information visit
UCF Computer .Sales Office, CQI Room 1o;
9am· 7·pm Mon. and Tues;
9am· 4pm Wed. thru Fri
or call Michael Pridemore at 823-;434

w The power to be your ~est~

. .®

C 1990 Apple Compuler, Inc. Apple:lhe Apple logo, and Maclnlosh are regislered lrademarks ol Al'.)ple Compuler, Inc. SuperDrive and "The POwer to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Compuler, Inc.
MS-DOS is a regls1ered trademark of Microsolt Corporation. OS/2 is a registered lr~demark·of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Hayne~'

chief contribUtions
won't be found in statistics

"

by Glenn Carrasquillo

· Rnights and led the team in
assists with 136.
He is currently second in ·
Senior Anthony Haynes may scoring, with 13.5 po in ts per
not lead in scoring or game, and in assists, with 98.
rebounding or even i_n assists, He trails junior center Ken
but his other contributions as Leeks and · freshman point
an off guard may be the most guard Sin ua Phillips in scoring
valuable to the Running and assists, respectively.
Knights basketball team this
Haynes
has
shown game and has helped me out a
season.
significant improvement in the lot with my first year at the
"Anthony
Haynes numbers he posted. His scoring point-guard position."
contributes senior leadership," average is up from 6.6 points.
Hayneshasalsocontributed
UCFCoachJoeDeansaid. "His
another facet to the Knights
maturity has been a steady
this year. He currently leads
UCF in 3-·p oint field-goal
influence to this team and a
£:: keyHto it's improhvemednt." h
"His maturity has
percentafge, a(s he has conn) eTcted
aynes s owe
t is
on 54-o -12 5 43 percent. om
leadership in the two games
been a Steady
Tormohlen has sunk the most
last week. After sustaining a
influence to this
from 3-point land with his 56:
deep bone bruise in his leg
of-145 (39 percent).
against Louisiana Tech Feb.
team."
"I try to contribute in a lot of
16, he was questionable for
-Joe Dean
ways.l'mhappytodowhatever
Thursday's game against New
I can to help.the team," Haynes
UCF basketball coach
said. "With a young team, we
Orleans.
need a leader. As a senior, I try
Although he did not start,
for the first time this year, he
to contribute that leadership.
came off the bench and
As far as 3-pointers go, that's a .
connected on 4-of-7 shots for 10 He has also improved his field- statistic I try not to worry
points in 27 minutes.
goal percentage (35.4 to 44. 7) about."
Even thoughhislegwas still and his·free-throw percentage
Haynes seemed modest
bothering
him,
Haynes.started
(44.3
to
76.2).
when
talking about his 3-point
Mike Pohl1CENTRAL l-Lv H10A FU fUnE
Anthony Haynes will continue to provide leadership to the Running against SW Louisiana and
His contributions have shot that he had worked on in
Knights when he .returns next year as a graduate assistant.
scored 13 points, including a3- helped the Knights win 1 O the off season. Against Rollins
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ p~n~rat2:53.~atsh~kept gam~sofarfu~~a~n.~e Feb. 4, he was anyfuingbut
alive UCF's hopes of upsetting last time UCF won at least 10 mqdesttotheTars as he scored
Assistant Sports Editor Wanted
' the Ragin Cajuns.
games was in its 1986-87 six 3-pointers, a UCF record.
''These
will
be
my
last
three
season.
Tormohlen tied that same
The Central Florida Futlli-e is looking for an ·
games and I wanted to' play,"
Haynes and center Ross record five days later against
Assistant Sports Editor to work about three nights a
Haynes said.
Breunjg are the two seniors Lamar.
week. Qualified applicCJ.nts should have good writing
The Knight's will miss the
Haynes came to UCF from . and co-captains that will be
· skills and some editing experience. ~all us at
Pensacola Junior College last lost to next year's squad. UCF on-court leadership Haynes
823-2865 or drop by and fill out an application
season. He was the only player will miss Haynes' leadership provides but still will benefit
to start all 28 games for the as well as his vocality to a team from his experience as he will
- - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - L - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - that is primarily freshmen.
assist Dean next season.
"He shows you by example · "He is a winner ·ori and off
and if you make mistakes, he the court," Dean said. "That
gets on you," Phillips said. "He brings a winning spirit to this
has a great knowledge for the program."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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DR.·scoTT EBNER n.ri.s.
4063 N. Goldenrod

with

FORAUNEWPATIENI'S

special
guest

..

DENTAL

CLEANING SPECIAL

Includes;'
Cleaning, Poiishing & Exam
677-~888

iFiOMYOURFAMOUS.FRiENDLY~,

Colin Quinn

Pau-1Rodriguez

-~

.

I
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
I
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:
1 . HP lOB Business
HP. 48S. x.
wesrocK
ALL48SX
1 Calculator and
S cient I f IC
eooKs &
I.I
Expandable AccesoRtes
I· HP 17BII and
Calculator
L HP Business·
•Over 2100
I Consultant II
built-in
I Financial
functions
J Calculators
• HP Equationa•l.omplete

r' · ·~

I
.I

~
'"Y\

Monday, March 18th

S:OOpm

UCF Gymnasium - Doors open at 7:30 pm
Tickets available at SG Kiosk
Ticket prices: Students - FREE (with valid UCF ID)
Guests - $5.00 (Only one guest per student.

Tickets must be purchased by a .student.)
UCF ID MUST BE PRESENTED WITH STUDENT TICKET AT THE DOOR.

•

~

L--~ UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

CAB::::

CAMPUS AcnvtnES BOARD

set of
fi nancial
functions
l•Menus
and
softkeys to
guide you
l•Algebraic
orRPN
entry

I
I

I
I

Writer
application
•Graphics
integrated
with

calculus
Come see
it today.

-J

F,6~ HEWLETT

~r.JI PACKA~D

I1·----~~~--------------~
INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculator & Computer ~ro'- I
I

~

L

--------------------~

2916 Corrine Drive
Orlando, FL 32803

~~~

'bq

I

Ir - - - -- --

ILLINOIS
- FROM PAGE 20 ·

the seventh and Illinois added
on in the eighth to make the
final score 6-7.
Brian Huie gained his
second save of the season and
Heisler gained his sec9nd win
as he allowed five earned runs
in 7 l/3 innings of pitching.
On the other side ofthe plate,
Lynch and Eric ·Martinez
swung the lumber. Lynch went
3-for-4 with two doubles and a
triple while Eric Martinez went
·2-for-4 with a home run and
four RBis.
The second game of ·the
series showed the Knights'
ability to come from behind.
Going into the bottom of the
ninth inning, UCF was behind
by six runs. Then the score was
tied and was going into extra
innings.
The Illinois squad opened up
a six-run lead on two three-run
home runs by BubbaSmith. The
Knights were undaunted,
though, .as they not only put
together a six-run rally, but also
scored a run in the bottom ofthe
tenth inping to win the game.
Jimmy Still, the Knights'
leading starter, pitched 6 2/3
innings an~ allowed six earned
runs. Still also struck out five
and walked tw0.
David Fischer and David
. Maiming also threw for a

- - - - - - - = -=----=:-=----'=-------.

TERM PAPERS TYPED
$1.25/page*
(double-spaced U corrected)
Z4-HOUR SERVICE
(or b ette r!)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ThE WRiTE IMAGE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

671--4649

FAX 678-47~1

* wirli rliis AdVERTiSEMENT ONly

·r -=-ucFsrunOOs, FACULTY AND STAFF

Julie Watson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ty Lynch makes the tag on a close play Saturday afternoon against
Illinois. UCF came back to defeat Illinois in 10 innings.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
38'SX Proces,,or
101-Key Keyboird
I
2MB RM6(expandable to 16MB)
Mouse ·
2400 baud modem (built-.in)
MS DOS 4.01
I·
9600 baud FAX (built-in)
MS Windows
I
35" 1.44MB ftoppy drive
·40MB Hard Disk
I
Dot MatrtX printer
. VGA Color Mooltpr
. OTHER COMPLETE, GUARANTEED, SYSTEMS FROM $1,495.00 I
Connecting Point Computer Center
Gary R. Greenstein I
200 Volusia Ave.
Ed. Consultant
I
L Dayt_:a!~:.h~~:r-~2~':._-. _____ ·- 2,°!,2!::~ .J

combined 21/3 inning~ to pave
The Knights'.pitchers never
the way for the Knights closer got situated. UCF sent five
BrianHuie, whogotthevictory. hurlerstothemoundsandnone
Josephina led the team on of them went at least three .•
the other side of the plate, going innings.
•
2:.3, scoring three runs an<;l · The Knights pitchers also •
batting in one.
lacked control as seven Illinois :
After the ninth inning .win batters were ·hit by a pitch. •
the~ day before, the Knights Andy Small was hit three times •
could not stop Illinois Sunday. · in Illinois' '15-8 victory.
Illinois exploded, scoring 11
Even with Sunday's loss, the
of its 15 runs in the first three Knights pushed their record
innings.
over .500 and are now 7-6.
UCFs startingpitcher, Chris
The Knights' next game will
Law, pitched less· than two be at 7 p.m. Thursday against
innings and gave up six runs.
Furman.
r

"

IBM COMPAnBLE COMPUTER SYSTEM

$2,795.00

·

it4J IHI(Q)lUm 1f(Q)\WJI~CG ·ALU1f(Q) ••
••••
ffiJEIP AJIIR?.
••
A 1lJ1f ([}) JD) JE 1f A JIJL JIN CG
••
10%. UCF DISCOUNT
•

.

6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792

2981 ALAFAYA TR
, OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

,,.

•••
•

•
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.
...
LUBirOir·· BRAKE . ••

FILTER

-611-1i,o

SPECIAL

MOST
CARS

$14"95WITH
COUPON

••
..................

$69.95 PER AXLE
$79.95 METALLIC

•
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•••

•
••
.•
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BROWN BAG ·

g LECTURE

Wednesday
February27

.r!·~7

· Houseparly

L._J

Thursday
February28

. '? l

Sponsored Research on Campus

February ZS 12:ospm
University Dining Room

~

Popeye

Sunday
· March3
Animal House

Rage Awareness Week
ruesday February 26th

The Accused
6:00 Wild Pizza

••••••••••••••••••••••

· Wednesday February 27

Monday
March 4
The Jerk
All movies are shown
at 6:30 & 9:00 pm in
the Wild Pizza unless

~

Activites Fair· Rebecca Tex

,

.J'
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Saturday's results:

New Orleans or bust

,

SW Louisiana 94, UCF 85

Both New Orleans and Arkansas State won their
games over the weekend to finish in a tie for first place in
the conference at 9-3. The conference tournament, which
is played at the site of the regular-season champion, will
be in New Orleans by virtue of a coin toss, which the
Privateers had won. They are favored .to win the
·
tournament and gain an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament. They also could gain a berth in the
tournament eve·n if they don't win the conference
tournament.

SW Louisiana (94): Mouton 4-5 7-718, Hill 0--4
0-00, Moore2-50-0 5, Mitchell7-16 2-220, Stokes 134--4 6, Mackyeon 5-B 5-1015, Brooks 10-171-2 24,
Starks 3-6 0-0 6, Considine 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 32-64 1925 94 .
. UCF (85): Phillips 4-10 4-4 14, Boles 2-6 0-0 4,
Hinson 3-4 0-0 8, Haynes !>-8 0-0 13, Hammerburg 00 0-0 0, Breunig 0-0 2-2 2, Tormohlen 9-14 ·0-1 22,
Roberson 0-0 0-0 0, Leeks 9-16 4-6 22. Totals 32- 58
10-13 85.
Halftime: SW Louisiana 46, UCF 45. 3-point
goals - SW Louisiana 11-22 (Mouton 3-3, Hill 0-2,
Moore 1-3, Mltchell 4-10, Brooks 3--4), UCF 11 -19
(Phillips 2--4, Hinson 2-3, Haynes 3-5, Tormohlen 4-7).
Fouled out- Torrnoh'len. Rebounds-SW Louisiana
34 (Stokes i3), UCF 32 (Leeks 9) . Assists - SW
Louisiana 13 (Stokes 5), UCF 21 (Phillips 6). Total
fouls - SW Louisiana 13. UCF 20. Technical fouls None. A - 1,204. ·

-Not good... , but not bad

Thursday's results:.

•

The Running Knights are nowhere near satisfied
with their 3-9 record in the conference but can find small
consolation in knowing they will not finish in the
basement. UCF and Texas-Pan Al'Jlerican finished with
the same record, but UCF defeated UTPA twice. UCF's
other conference victory came against Lamar, which
finished in fifth place at 4-8.

The Lady Knights, which never finished out of the
cellar in the New South Women's Athletic Conference,
will finish in fifth place in their first year in the American
South. Their two victories last week assured them of the
finish.

New Orleans
Arkansas State
Louisiana Tech
SW Louisiana
Lamar
UCF
UT Pan American

L
3
3
4
6
8
9
9

9
9
8
6
4
3
3

Overall
Pct

.750
.750
.667
.500
.333
.250
.250

w
22
19
18
20
15
10
6

L
6
7
9
9
· 12

Pct

.786
.731
.667
.690
.556
.400
.231

15
20

Overall

Conference

w
Lamar
Louisiana Tech.
Arkansas St.
New Orleans
UCF
UTPA
SW Louisiana

L
0
3
5
5
8
10
10

12
8
7
6
4
2
2

Pct
1.000
.727
.583
.545
.333
.167
.167

w

L

25
15
17
12
9
7
3

2
10
7
12
14
19
23

Pct
.925
.600
.708
.500
.391
.269
.115

Saturday's results:

A look into the future
With four seniors on the squad, Including leading
scorerer Kevin Brooks, SW Louisiana got a peek into the
future in its win over Southern Utah. Freshman guard
Tony Moore scored 26 points on 11-for-14 shooting.

compiled by Roy Fuoco

SW Louisiana 67: Francis 3-9 2-2 8, Ortiz 0-0 00 0, Habetz 5-11 2-2 15, Garcia ().4 0-0 0, Bede! 2-7
0-0 4, Murrell 9-18 2-5 20, Buller 3-8 2-2 8, Francis 410 0-0 8, Roon 2-5 0-0 4. Totals 28-72 8-11 67.
UCF(91): Rhodes8-144--420, Stowe2-3 2-26,
Green 1-4 2-3 4, Saco 1-6 0-0 2, Lincoln.1-4 2-2 4,
Duncan 2-2 2-2 6, Nunes 0-0 0-0 o. Weaver 1-3 3--4 5,
Loomis 5-8 1-2 11, Batz 2-5 2-5 6, Phillips 11-22 3-5
26. Totals 34-7121-2991.
Hatttime: UCF 45, SW Louisiana 38. 3-polnters
-SW Louisiana ~-8 (Habetz 3-7, Bedel 0.1 ), UCF 26 ( Stowe0-1, Lincoln 1-3, Phillips 1-2). Fouled out-

\

improvement. We're not pleased being
10:-14. I know our kids know what
could've happened."
·UCF built a five-point lead, 93-88,
it went in," Loomis said:
In overtime, UCF's two leading with 18 seconds to play in overtime and
scorers, Tari Phillips and Yolanda held offNew Orleans to take the victory.
In the first half, UCF tried to pull
Rhodes, fouled out.
But Loomis and .Green took control away from the Buc-kettes whenjt built
for the Lady Knights. Loomis scored six a 12-point lead at the 3:05 mark of the
half. Phillips scored 1 7 of her gamepoints and Green scored five .
"Brinda came to me before overtime high 31 points in the half, and Rhodes
and said, ·'You and me have to take scored 12 points. Rhodes finished with
·
18 points.
charge,"' Loomis said.
"It was a great win with Kala and
But with guard Ernie Middleton
Brinda coming off the bench," Knight. scoring six points and dishing out two
· assists, New Orleans went on a 12-0
said. 'They both did the job.
"I was so happy to see our kids do run to tie the game, 37-37, athalfti1]1e.
In the second half, New Orleans built
what they had to do to win. We definitely
wouldn't have done it earlier in the its largest lead of the game, 79-71, with
year. It shows we've made a lot of 1 :09 to play.
FROM PAGE 20
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Women's Basketball Standings

UCF 91, SW Louisiana 67

LADY.KNIGHTS

Conference

New Orleans 77, UCF 65 ·
New Orleans (77): Collins 10-20 4-6 24, Simon
3-11 4-5 1o, Johnson 5~7 1-2 11, Clarke 2-4 5-6 9,
Myvett 2-3 0-0 4, Dyer 8-10 4-5 20, Bennett 0-1 0-0 0,
· Rice 1-4 0-2 2. Totals 31-60 15·25 77.
UCF (65): Boles 1-7 0-0 2, Tormohlen !>-18 1-2
14, Leeks 6-11 6-618, Phillips 5-14 2-214, Hinson 14 2-2 4, Haynes 4-7 0-0 10, Hammerberg 0-0 0-0 0,
Breunig 1--40-03, Denmon 0-10-00. Totals ~3-661112 65.
Halftime: New Orleans 37, UCF 30. 3-polnt goals
- New Orleans ().3 (Clarke 0-1, Bennett 0-1, Collins
0-1), UCF 8-26 (Phillips 2-6; Haynes 2-5, Breunig 12, Tormohlen 3-12, Denmon 0-1). Fouled out Boles. Rebounds -New Orleans 48 (Collins 9), UCF
31 (Leeks 12). Assists -New Orleans 15 (Collins 6),
UCF 13.

Moving up

..

Men's Basketball Standings

· None. Rebounds - SW Louisiana 36 (C. Francis
10),UCF51(Rhodes12).Asslsts-SWLouislana 16
(Bedel 6), UCF 16 (Rhodes 4). Total fouls - SW
Louisiana 22, UCF 13.

Thursday's results:
UCF 93, New Orleans 91
New Orleans (91): Bresson 7-15 2-216, Middleton 4-6 9-10 18, P.egus 0-0 0-0 O, Payne 1-1 1-2 3,
Mitchell 4-11 0-1 8, Brower 4-7 0-1 8, Martin 6-13 2714, Allen 7-100-214, Whitehead 3-94-610. Totals
36-7218-31 91.

UCF shot 52 percent in the game
and put five players in double figures in
scoring. Besides Phillips and Rhodes,
Tracy Stowe scored 11 points, Loomis
scored 13 points and Green finished
/
with 10.
New Orleans shot 50 percent and
also put five players in double figures,
led by Middleton's 18 points.
Against SW Louisiana, UCF was able
to reverse a one-point defeat earlier in
the-year in L1>uisiana. Knight credited
the difference to the home-court
advantage and better ball movement.
"We weren't moving the ball up the
court the way we did tonight," Knight
said.
UCF broke away early and never
looked back.
. The Lady Knights took a 21-10 lead

UCF (93): Rhodes 7-16 4-5 18, Stowe 5-90-011,
Green 2-5 6-8 10, Saco 1-3 0-0 2, Nunes 0-0 0-0 O,
Loomis 5-8 2-2 13, Weaver 2--4 3-3 8, Batz 0-1 0-0 O, •
Phillips 12-18 5-9 31. Totals.
Halftime: UCF 37, New Orleans 37. Regulation:
UCF 82. New Orleans 82. 3-point goals - New
Orleans1-7 (Bresson 0-3, Middleton 1-1, Mitchell 03), UCF 5-8 (Rhodes 0-1, Stowe 1-2, Loomis 1-1,
Weaver ·1-1, Phillips 2-3). Fouled out - Rhodes,
Phillips. Rebounds - New OrleQ!Js 42 (Martin 10),
UCF 40 (Phillips 10). Assists - New Orleans 23
(Middleton 11), UCF 17 (Weaver 7). Total fouls New Orleans 22, UCF 25. Technical fouls-None. A

in the first five minutes of the game and
led by as many as 15 points in the half.
The Lady Cajuns went on a run lat€ in
the half and cut UCF's lead to seven
points at halftime.
The Lady Knights quickly put the
game out of reach in the second half
after an 8-0 run to start the half. UCF
built a 20-point lead, 74-54, midway
throqgh the half.
Phillips and Rhodes led· the Lady
Knightsinscoringwith26and20points,
respectively.
UCF played Monday night in Miami
against Florida International and will
close out .its regular season Friday at
home against Stetson.
The American South Conference
Championship will be March 8-9 in .
Ruston, La. ·

//

Drinking and driving can kill a friendship.
a public service ruinouncement of this publication

•

~nd

the Department of Transportation.
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DOING TAXES
CINMAKEYOU
FEEL GREAT.
ESPECIALLY
WHEN THEY'RE
SOMEONE ELSE'S•
If you have a basic aptitude for math and the desire
to help others, you can get
a lot of satisfaction by volunteering your time and skills
to people who need help
doing their taxes .
80, 000 people already
have. Join them.
To find out about the free
IRS training program, call
1-800-424-1040 now.
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gives all,
but USL prevails
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New Orleans
flexes muscle
against UCF

Free-throw shooting the difference
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

by Glenn Carrasquillo

As UCF Coach Joe Dean builds the basketball
programs, he knew victories would be difficult tO
achieve in the early going. Therefore, he would have
to look for other signs to see improvement.
. He saw some.signs in a 94-85 loss to SW Louisiana
Saturday night. Despite the loss, Dean could point to
the team's effort in the game as a positive sign.
"I have no problems with the effort our guys gave.
I'm proud of them," Dean said. "We just couldn't stop
those guys. They have so many offensive weapons."
SW Louisiana usedthose weapons more effectively
· to go to the free-throw line more. That proved to be
the difference in the game.
B9th teams made 32 field goals and 11 3-pointers.
In fact, UCF outshot the Ragin Cajuns, 55.2 percent
to 50 percent.
However, the Ragin Cajuns outshot UCF, 19-10,
from the free-throw line. They went to the line 25
times compared with 13 times for the Running
see USL page 16

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Running Knights basketball team came
up short against the New Orleans Privateers
Thursday in the UCF gymnasium.
The Running Knights lost, 77-65, in front of 1,925
vocal fans.
The Privateers (21-6, 9-3), who spent a few weeks
in the top 25 earlier this season, clinched at least a tie
for the lead in the American South Conference with
· the victory. The Privateers probably gained a berth to
tlie NCAA postseason tournament. The winner of the ASC postseason tournament
gets an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament. It is
possible for other ASC teams to get an at-large bid if
they have an outstanding record.
''We simply_got beat by a great team,'' UCF Coach
Joe Dean said. "New Orleans has good talent and
knows how to win."
Ken Leeks played tough with New Orleans' Ervin
Sinua Phillips drives for a layup against SW Louisiana.
He scored 14 points and dished out 6 assists.
see NEW ORLEANS page 16

... ,

Lady Knights win final 2 ASC games
Loomis, Green lead UCF in OT vs. New Orleans; ·
UCF romps -to 24-point victory over SW La.
season, the Lady Knights went 20-10
under former UCF women's coach Joe
Sanchez.
Although it may be late in the year,
The victory over Ne.w Orleans broke
the UCF women's basketball team a four-game losing skid.
showed what it could do when it played
The two consecutive victories made
its best. The Lady Knights closed out it the first time since early in the season
their American South Conference . that the Lady Knights won two or more
·schedule with two consecutive victories games in a row. Early in the season,
and did it in dramatic fashion.
UCF won three straight to increase its
Junior Kala Loomis sank her.first 3- record to 4-3.
.
pointer ofthe year againstN ew Orleans
The Lady Knights and New Orleans
with four seconds left in regulation to played close throughout the game.
send the game into overtime. UCF UCF's largest lead was 12 points and
outscored New Orleans, 11-9, in ·New0rleans(12-12, 6-5)builtits largest
overtime
and
lead of eight points
defeated the ·Bucmidway through the
kette s,
93-91,
second half.
Thursday in the
Brinda Green
"We thought we were
UCF gymnasium.
and Loomis led the
The
Lady
. much better than
Lady Knights in the
Knights did not
last minute of the
USL. We felt we had
provide the same
game
and
in
drama against SW
overtime. They
to prove we cou Id
Louisiana, when
combined to score
dominate them."
UCFran away with
UCF's final 19
a 91-67 victory over
points of the game.
- Beverly Knight
the Lady Cajuns
With
43
Lady Knights head coach
Saturday.
seconds to play~
"I'm very pleased
New Orleans led80to en¢! up the conference with two wins," 74. Green made a free throw, a layup
UCF Coach Beverly Knight said. "We and a 12-foot jumper. New Orleans
thought we were·much better than USL. made four free throws during that span
We felt we had to prove we could and led, 82-79, with 11 seconds to play.
Then after a New Orleans timeout,
dominate them." '
The victories give the Lady Knights Loomis made herfirst 3-p-ointer to send
a 9-14 overall record and a 4-8 record in _the game into overtime.
the conference. With two games
"I just put it up and hoped we would
remaining before conference play, UCF get the rebound and put it back in, and
is poised to b.e in double figures in wins
for the first time since 1985-86. That
see LADY KNIGHTS page 19
by Roy Fuoco

SPORTS EDITOR
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Tracy Stowe outraces a New Orleans defender in the Lady Knights' overtime victory
over the Buc-kettes. Stowe scored 11 points in the contest.

Late heroics give UCF 2 wins in 3 games .
by D. Scott Hoilman

_

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF baseball team played a
three-game series against Illinois
University over the weekend and won
the first two games with ninth-inning
heroics.
In the first game, on Friday, UCF
starting pitcher Lawrence Heisler went
7 1/3 innings to gain his second victory
with a score of7-6.
Illinois started the game by scoring
four runs in the first three innings-. The

Knights seemed flat, until the bottom
of the third inning.
The Knights started the bottom of
the third when Ty Lynch rocked a double
to right-center field. Mike Josephina
then walked and Ernest Martinez
popped out, bringing up Eric Martinez.
Eric Martinez then crushed a threerun blast over the right-field wall.
The Knights were able to add another.
run in the fourth inning to tie the game
at4.
·
.
Illinois scored again in the sixth
inning when Sutton walked, advanced

on a fielder's choice and scored on Keith
Toriani's double to right.
The Knights answered with two runs
in the bottom of the inning. The first
·run was scored with two outs, when
Lynch tripled to right-center field and
scored on a passed ball.
Mike Josephina walked and scored
on a single hit by Eric Martinez. This
was the first time the Knights had
taken the lead in the game, 6-5.
The Knights added another run in
see ILLINOIS page 18
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